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AGENDA ITEM 22

The PRESIDENT Ui'terpretation from Spanish); I call on the

(a) REroRT OF THE SECRF,'I'ARY-GENERAL (A/43/729»)

A/43/PV.50
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BCl'/mtm

representative of Guatemala to introduce the draft reeolution in doc~ment

(b) DRAFT Rm;QWTION (A/43/L.26)

THE SI'lUATION IN CENTRAL AMERICA: THREA'lS iU INTERNATIONAL PEACE AND SECURITY ANDPEACE INITIATIVES;

The meeting was called to order at 3.20 p.m.

A/43/L.26.

Hr. VILLAGtAN DE LEON (Glatemala) (interpretation from Spanish); I have

the honour of introducing the draft resolution on the situation in Central America,
on behalf of my colleagues from the Central American subregion as well as from the

countries of the Cootadora Group and of its SUpport Groop, wose co-sponsorship we
appr ecia te •

The draft resolution is the result of open and constructive discussions among
representatives of the five Central American countries, discussions in which thf'iY
realistically recognized the lack of progresS in the process of implementing the
Esquipulas :1:1 agreements, signed in Guatemala on 7 August 1987, and in which they

ma in ta ined the view that those agr eemen ts con ta in the indispensable pr inciples and

elements for the achievement of firm and lasting peace in Central America. In
those discussions there was also great awareness of and interest in the need to

Cal tinue and prollDte the regiooal peace process. That is the sense sod purpose of
the dll:aft resolution which the representatives of Argentina, Brazil, Colont>ia,

Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuelfl also have supported wi th their valuable
co-sponsorship.

Those fraternal countries which make up the Contadola and SUpport Groups have

maintained a constant interest in a peaceful solution of the Central American
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served also to identifY new and more ambitious goals towards Latin American

recognize once again, with gratitude, that the efforts made by the Contadora and

agreements by the Central American Presidents. we are pleased that those efforts

A/43/PV.SO
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(Mr. Villagr an De leon,
~uatemala)

conflict and a constant readiness to help us in the search for that solution. We

Bcr/mtm

Qlpport Group; con tr ibu t.ed to creating a poli tical-diploma tic space that made
possible and encouraged the negotiation and subsequent signing of the Esquipulas II

integration through consultation and political agreement.
The draft resolution that we have submitted reflects the concern expressed at

the beginning of this session of the General Asseooly by a large nuni>er of
delegations about the difficulties confronting the peace process. In it, the
Assembly would appeal to the five Central American Governments to continue to do
all in their power to achieve, within the framework of the Esquipulas II
agreements, harTlKl'1ious and stable coexistence, ensuring peace, denocracy,
developnent, security and respect for human rights. It would also request the
secretary-~neral to continue affording the fullest possible support to the
Governmel'lts of the region, both at the diplomatic level and in terms of
co-operation. With a view to prolOOting full observance of the principles of
self--determination and non-intervention, an appeal is made to the countr ies with
links to the region and interests in it to facilitate the implementation of the
Esquipulas II agreements. Lastly, undei:' the draft resolution the Assembly would
urge the international commmi ty to increase its technical, economic and financialco-operation with the region.

This draft resolution merely reflects a reality and points to conditions
necessary to improve the situation, for the benefit of all Cent£'d Americans. The
members of the Assembly can contr ibute to that noble goal by giving the draft
resolution their unanilOOus support.
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situation in Central merica.

I wish to take this opportll'lity to present Guatemla 's position on the

My <bvernment also is concerned at the deadlock in the regional peace process

(Mr v Villagran De leon,
Gu~temala)

A/43/PV.50
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the process new impetus. It is precisely for that purpcse that President Cerezo

and is always ready to cQ'ltribute to the fulfilment of the urgent task of giving

acr/mtm

has insisted (X'\ the timeliness of holding another meeting of Central American Heads
of State. President Cerezo believes in dialogue and negotiation as the most

appropriate means to settle cUfferences among States, and his policy of active
neutralitY, is based on the pr inciple of the peaceful settlement of disputes as well
M on respect for self-determinatiOal and non-intervention.

lvare of the difficulties that we would have to confront and overcome, after

the historic signing of the "Procedures for the establishment of a firm and lasting
peace in Central America", President Cerezo said the following beDore the General
Assembly last year:

"The Esquipulas II agreement is only a first step on a long road. We

cannot proclaim to the wodd that the mere fact of having si9'led it has solved
all the problems, that peace and stability have been achieved. Far from it~

now comes the hard part of this taak, because if it was difficult to achieve

agreements that seemed quite improbable~ it is even more difficult to put them

into effect". (A/42/PV.6, pp. 12 and 13)

We accept our resplnsibility and we express again our resolve to make gruter

efforts to cb what we should do to achieve the objective of peace, dellDcracy and
developllent. None the less, we must bear in mind that peace in our region will not
be the result ally of the pal! tical will of the Governments and peoples of Central
America. That. is why the appeal to countries oui:.c;iae the region but with links tD
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Now more than ever before it is necessary to strengthen that process, to
encourage and po:omote it so that it will OJntinue and be enriched by new

demonstrate with deeds that we are inspired by the will to build democratic and

(Hr 0 Villagran De Ieon,
Guatemala)

A/43/PV.SO
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that it is necessary for certain positions to be made more flexible and that,

united societies capable of protroting development in the region. We understand

implementing the Esquipulas 11 agreements is relevant.

and interests in it to shoulder their responsibility and facilitate the process of

cattributions. We know that it is basically up to us Central Americans to

Bcr/mtm

through dialogue and negotiation, we must make a contribution not only by proposing
and demanding but also, and above all, by knowing how to yield and make compromises.

By choosing active neutrality, Guatemala seeks to make a positive contributionin the region. In order to pcomote stability and security in Central America, we
have carefully obserVed, for a nunber of years now, the principles contained in the
important Contadora document of objectives, which are still valid and the necessary
basis for achieving the stability and security of each of the countries of the
region. In that connection, I wish to mention the following principles~

The Government of Guatemala, in the cootext of the Central American subregion,
has refr ained from participa ting in the arms race. The Q)ver nment of Guatemala
does not participate in intunatlonal military manoeuvres, nor are there foreignmilitary installations or foreign military advisers in the CO\1lltry. The Q)vern~nt
of Guatemala does not allow the presence of irregular forces on its terri tory, nor
does it support any group or movement that wishes to destabilize any Q)vernment in
the region. The Gcwernment of Guatemala prollDtes natiooal reconciliatioo through
elections, political pluralism and the strengthenifi;g of democratic institutions.

_
•.----_....-..----------~
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Guatemala considers that the commitments undertaken in the Esquipulaa U

agreements on the non-use of territory to attack other States and on the cessation

of aid to irregular forces or insurrectionist movements must be implemented.

Glatemala has also proposed the creation of a Central American parliament.

(Mr. Villagr an De leon ,
Guatemala)

A/43/PV.50
5 (a-z)

Bcr/mtm

The Treaty establishing the parliament has already been signed and ratified by four

countries.
We are hoping for ratification by the other in the near future.

7 A'
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the discussion of our economic, social end political problems, as well as to
strengthen and complement those formulas of negotiation aimed at achieving ~aceful

(Mr. Villagran De leon, Guatemala)
The Central American parliament will be an important forum for poli tical

interaction between ideolOiical parties and colllnunities and will serve to promote

A/43/PV.50
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______-----~------.2--_.~
HT/tc

coexistence in Central America.

In Central America there are other forms of interaction that confirm the close

link between peace and development. In the economic field it is appropr iate to
mention the decision of the five Central American Governments to adopt measures to

strengthen the secretariat of the Common Market, of the Centr.1l American Bank for
Q:onomic Integration and the Central American Monetary Council. In the cOlllnercial

field the negotiation of a new customs agreement will help expedite the adherence
of four countries to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The fifth

country, Nicaragua has been a member of GATT for a number of years. This means

that in Central Amer iea there prevaUs a clear awareness of the interdependence of
our countries and the need to deepen the process of regional integration.

The definition of the machinery for the implementation of the special plan of
economic co-operatioo in Central America prepared by the tbited Nations Development
Progranme, as well as the decision jointly to administer special support by the

international community for that plan, are the result of that integrationist

awareness which has survived in spite of the tensions and difficulties of recent
years.

In the social sphere we are fully aware of the problems faced by refugees and

we want to find solutions with the assistance of the Office of the tllited Nations
High COlllnissioner for Re fugees. For th is purpose, we have proposed tct the Gener al

Asaentlly that it convene an international conference on Central American refugees
for next year.

_••.-----------~---------
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fai th in our vast potential to build a better future fCl: our peoples.

Co_unity has not only been a source of inspiration but has also strengthened our

and with the European Economic Couaunity. This dialogue with the European BconOllic

A/43/PV.50
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HT/fc

(Hr. \'ill&9" an De Leon, QJatemal!)

This integratimist awareness ha been erlcouraged by dIalogue with other
regions of the international colllllunity, especially with 001: Latin AIIerican brothers

Hr. SERRANO CALDERA (Nicaragua) (in~rpretat1on from Spanish); Item 22
!)f the agenda of this forty-third session is without doubt one of the most
important iteJls the General Assembly has discussed during this decade. The

discussions and resolutions of the Assemly are supplemented by the debates and
resolutions of the Security Council, which has primlliry responsibility for the

lIilintenallC8 of internatiooal Pe&CIe and security.

All th is diplomatic activity has not been in V&in. In addi tion to the

tremendous work of the Cootadora Group and its &.1pport Group, and the cmtinued
Willingness of the Secret.1ry-General to lend his co-operation in the peace efforts,
this diplol1lo1tic activity has prevented greater deterioration and helped create the

lit

basis for a peaceful settlement of the crisis in the region. Without those

effo~ts, we Central Americans would have been unable to go to Esquipulas last year
and co_it ourselves \:0 a series of obligations constituting the synthesis of all

the political and diplo_tic efforts and, on the basis of total respect for the
pr inciples of the Charter and international law, the answer to the pcoblems,

coocerns and aspirations of our peoples.

Unanimous recognition of such efforts found expression in the first resolution
adopted by the General AsseDOly at its previous session, namely resolution 42/1, in
which the Assembly expcessed its firm support for the agreement known as the

"Procedure for the establishment of & firm and luting peace in Central America",
signed by the five Central American Presidents on 7 August 1987 in Esquipulas,

Guatelllala.
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COIJta Rica, on 16 January this year, gave fresh impetus to the peace pc'ocess in the

Assellbly by the secretary-General in document A/43/729. Of course, all these

A/43/PV.50
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(!'Ir. 5errano Ca1dera, Nicaragua)
A further summit meeting of the Central American States, held in Alajuela,

area. The progress made h~ been set out in the excellent report presented to t.he

HT/fc

efforts have not been insufficient, for peace and development remain a dream yet to
be realized, a right our peoples must continue fighting for every day at the cost
of the ir blood.

The Secretary-General reoo91.1zed this when he stated, in paragraph 11 of his
report:

·On the other hand, there has been an apparent lack of similar progress

towards fulfilment of the commitments on non-use of territory to attack other

States and on termination of aid for irregular forces and insut~ectionist

movements. The lack of progress towards canpl iance wi th those obligations not
only has affected the simultaneous fulfilment of the conmitments erdlodied in

the agreement, but also has undermined the Esquipulas 11 strategy aimed at
bringing abwt the cessation of hostilities on the basis of a broad amnesty

and deJIDcratization, in coojunction with the terminat :on of aid for irregular

forces and insurrectionist movements, and non-use of territory to attack other

States. It seems that since the Alajuela Declaratioo was issued, the

pr inciple of simUltaneity has been replaced by the pr inciple of unilateralism..

but it is difficult to ilMgine how in practice the principle of reciprocity in

the fulfilment of the coDl1\itments could ceasE'! to apply.· (A/43/729)

It is with satisfaction and pride that I reiterate before tne Assenbly that the
profound desire for peace which motivates my Government - a desire which has been

further demonstrated by the strenuous efforts IMde unilaterally to ensure the
implementation of the Esquipulas 11 conmitments.

-_.-----------------
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It mU.lt be recognized, that the Esquipulas 11 efforts, have failed to achieve the

On 23 March this year my Government reached an agreement with the leadership

desired results, because the policy of aggression and destabilization has not

A/43/PV.50
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(Mr. serrano Caldera,
Nicaragua)

~--,--....-.....-!"_~..-m__"'__""II$·.d"' •••_

about dialogue and reconcil ia tion.

ceased, and because the present tllited States Administration is caltinuing to spend

NR/fr

millions of dollars to pr.eserve the war option and has boYt!otted efforts to br Ing

of the so-called Nicaraguan resistance. This agreement of principle, the so-called
8apoa agreement, could not be developed at subsequent meetings, because of the

orders given by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to the militarist sectors of
the counter-revolutionary leadership to disrupt and boycott the negotiadng

process. The reason was oblrious~ those negotiations were at that time an obstacle

to the efforts of the Reagan Administration to obtain greater military assistance

for its poorly named freedora fighters.

'l'he pressure put on and the manipulation of internal opposition groups by the

Reagan Administration also came to light through the so-called Meltoo plan,
orchestrated by the United States Ambassaoor in Managua, the objective of which was
to create a situation of internal chaos.

Last week President Reagan's Mministration v in a r(~affirmation of its

obsessive, blind polic~.l' if .rene~ed the trade embargo against Nicaragua, which was

declared illegal by the International Court of Justice in its Judgment of

27 June 1986 and the immediate 11 fting of which has been urged by this General
Assembly since it was first imposed in 1985. All this provides a tangible, tragic

example of how the war option has prevailed to this very moment.

The Secl"etary-General therefore recognizes in hi~ report that it is not simply

a renewed imp!tus 00 the part of the Central American GcNernments that is needed.

_ •••_-------_......_--------=--~
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our enthusiastic collaboration, and approved by the Assembly in its resolution

this Assembly a draft resolution on the subject of peace and security in Central

They have already demonstrated it by working together on the special plan of

A!43/PV.50
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(Mr. serrano Caldera,
Nicaragua)

~~----------_.-. .•.•...•.<.;~.\~.,.,

tB/fr

I\merica, whidl enjoys the firm support of the five Governments and constitutes a

.e2/23l on 12 May this year. They ccntinue to demonstrate it by presenting today to

These Governments are, I am sure, ready and willing to demonstrate such a spirit.

econanic coaoperation for Central America, prepared by the Secretary-General wi th

substantive cantr ibution to the process begun in E... jipulas a year ago. They have

demonstrated this will also by agreeing to meet again at the end of this mcnth at

the presidential level in the city of San Salvador. This Central American

agreement on the urgent need to put an end to Web. and respald to our peoples' needs
for freedom and developnent should go hand in hand with the actions of countr ies

outside the region, as the Secretary-General recognizes when he states:

"the countr ies outside the region with ties and interests in it must

•

resolutely decide to facilitate that task and refrain from any action likely

to undermine it. w (A/43/729, pata. 12)

ltlat the five Central American countries are seeking is an opportunity for

peace. We urge and demand that we be allowed to exercise our rights, and fulfil

our responsibility to solve our problems through negotiation and dialogue, to work
together, to rebuild our devastated eoonomies and have the support of the

international community so as to be able to face the economic and social problems

of the region.

What have we ach ieved in all these year s? What have been the fr uits of the

policy of destabi.lization and war that has inspired the Reagan Administration? Has
the time not come to understand that war, d~~truction, economic and financial

blockades, arrogant d~ination and threats al'e not the means of sol.ving and will
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normalization of relations between our countries. I recall that "Ihen we shook
hands in the Brazilian Congress in March 1985 the political leaders of Latin

A/43/PV.50
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we hope that those words of the President of Nicaragua will be heeded by the

of the iDllense majority of the people of the United States. I invite you to
work with us to make this noble aspiratim to peace a reality.-

This is the desire of Nicaragua, and we understand that it Is the desire also

clearly e~essed the desire that peace should reign between our two nations.

America and other wxld leaders gathered there broke into applause wich

offer you my greetings and express the readiness of Nicaragua to work for the

-On learning the results of the election of 8 NoveDber last, I shOLUd like to

Assellbly, which this afternoon wUl certainly b~ adopting oB new and dramatic

Rl/fr

chapter of eiqht years of genocidal war and begin writing the chllpter of peace?
Have 50,000 victillS and more than 812 billioo in naterial damage - the price

Nicaragua has been ready and willing, and will continue to be so, to take the first

(M~. 8errano Calder.!,
!!!saragua)

not solve the pcable_ of Central America? Has. the time not COllIe to wderstand

At this particular time in the history of the United States there is an

independence - not been enough?

that the security interests of the United StatefJ, which it says are threatened,

Nicaragua has had to pay to defend its national dignity, sovereignty and

next President of the United StateB. We hope that the voice of the General

exceptional opport..,ity to correct the mistaken course of the past. As always,

will be better served by a Central America at peace, united Md coaullitted to the
task of achieving economic and social developaent for its peoples and improving its
own deJllOcratic IIOdels? Has the time not come to end alce and fer all this horrific

step. The President of Nicaragua, Daniel Ortega Baavedra, in his message of
congratulation to Mt. George illsh, the President-elect of the United States, st&ted~
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docu_nt, whieb is supported unanimously by the Central }lmel'ican countries, by the

countries of the CQ'\tadora Group and of the &lpport Group, will be Wlderstood as an

unallbiguous message of peace

A/43/PV.50
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NR/fr

(Hr. Serr~o Caldera,
Nicaragua)

appeal for PMC8 in Central America, will not be disregarded. we trust that this
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Mr. MARTINEZ ORDO~Z(Honduras) (interpretation from Spanish}: The

General Assembly is meeting today to deal with the item entitled "The situation in

Central k1Ierica~ threats to international peace and security and initiatives", a

subject which is impori:.ant to the intermttional community a.. d vital for those of
to whom the re~ion is bome. The fact that this session is being presided over by

man who has played a significant part in the Cootadcxa &Jpport Group and our own
peace effort is not only a guarantee but a symbol of hope.

Every human being is a living monument of his culture and experience. 8'./ the
same token, every nation is a liVing monument to its culture and history. Central

America came into existence as ale single political entity in the colonial era,

born to independent life on 15 September 1821 as one entity, and the countr ies

which make it up have travelled the path of history sharing successes and setbacks
on roads which intertwine in such a way that they could almost be defined as one
single pa th.

What is at stake in Central America is the definition and determination of a
dl.'Stiny which we all know that we all share. Therefore, we have always recognized
that this requires a comprehensive regional solution. Faced with the disagreelM:nts

wbid;l have arisen among the Central America leaders as to the best course towards
tt.is destiny and the impact of the deep social needs involved, internal oonfl ict

has broken out in some Central American countries. Hence, there is a need for us,
through mutual concessions, to solve those pcoblems in a high-level dialogue.

Even though the definition of Central America's destiny in every instance
concerns the Central lWer icans themselves, brother countr ies meeting in the

CootadOl'a and SU~port Groups to air their fraternal commitment to their aspirations
for: peace, the 'interference of other international forces makes tbe problem more

canplex. Thus pranisiB] dialogue is at times canplicated and impeded. In ooe of

those instances there aroee the initiative of the President of t!'le Republic
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(Mr. Martinez Ordoftez, Honduras)

ot Costa Rica, Mr. Oscar Arias Sanchez, resulting in the Esquipulas 1I, which

brought new hope, not only to the Central Amer icans but to the entire inter national

community.

It is clear that Esquipulas 11 is a framework constituting an important

cQltributioo to the prOCfJSS which should lead to peace, dellDcracy, justice and
reoonciliation in Central America, and hence developnent. All those objectives

have been recognized in the Esquipulas agreements as basic to our PeOples.

Honduras, which fUlly shares these aspirations, recognizes that Esquipulas 11

defines, to a great extent, an appropriate response to our regional crisis. It

simi:Lc:lrly recognizes that the process, heralded by Esquipulas II is n~ almost

stagnant as a result of difficul ties which have arisen at the negotiating \:able,
the c."Omplexities of the problem and the need for us, the Central Americans, to

recover trust in each other.

Honduras is well aware of the urgent need to give renewed vitality to the

Central American dialogue without moving away from the process referred to in

Esquipulas 11, particularly its objectives, and a constructive proposal was

presented at the general debate of the General Assembly by our Foreign Minister,

Carlos Lopez Contreras, which, taking up the question of the security and

tranquillity needed in the frootier zones, and proposing an appropriate solutim to
the problems there, afforded the international ootmlunity an opportunity to make
available an effective recourse for the purpose of curbing armed violence in the
region.

I have to point out that the Honduran proposal is not rigid or absolute. It

is open to IIDdifications, which could improve or supplement it and points out

international obstacles only with the idea that dialogue will overcome them. From

another standpoint we trust that it I1Dtivates the Central American Governments to
contr ibute innovative ideas to make the process of the Esquipulas II more viable.
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(Mr. Martinez Ordoftez, Honduras)
r am 'lery pleased to be able to inform the Asserrbly that the proposal of the

Honduran Government to which I refer has been received in my country with the
greatest possible enthusiasm. All the political parties have supported it, as wellas professional federations, workers' unions, agricultural and farmers'
organizations and the national press. Without exaggerating, I can say that the
Foreign Minister, in submitting it, spoke in the name of the entire Honduran
people. The international pres:; and many Governments, foreign corporations and
organizations have welcomed the Honduran proposal.

San Salvador, where the Foteign Ministers of our region are meeting in a
session of the Organization of American States, presents a good opportunity for the
Central American Foreign Ministers to meet, analyse our proposal, supplement it
with their own ideas and implement it through joint action in order to «!stablish
the vital security of the frootier zones, which would contribute significantly to
the achievement of the objectives of Esquipulas It to which Honduras oonmits its
best effor'Cs.

Central Ilnerica has an urgent need to see the prolonged armed conflict cease
in those of our countries in which it is raging. It has an urgent need to see
secur i ty es tablished in all our 00un tr ies and a retur tl of peace to our region. It
haG an urgent need for genuine internal reconcilia tion in each one of the States
afflicted by armed conflict. It has an urgent need to see internal conditions in
our countries ifilprO'le to put an end to the tragic exodus of refugees looking for
safety, so that the thousands of refugees who have left their homelands, sharing
the aspirations of their brother peoples, can return. There is an urgent need to
do away with the reasons for the irrational arms race we are witnessing. We have
an urgent need to see our citizens regard each other as brothers again, living in
democracy, opening up new prospects for economic, social an~ cultural developnent.
All of this can be adlieved through Esquipulas II which can make it a reality.
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of Cent:ral lvAerica. On thls occasion I wish to express the views. of the Government
of Costa RiQa, doing so with.an awaren~S8 not cnly of wat an honour it is to

Mr. RIWRA BIANCHINI (Costa Rica) (interpretation from Spanish), The
<:eneral AsSen0ly ..!a alce again dealing with the concerns, situation and aspirations

.A/43/'PV. SO
21

JW./7

adc':iress this plenary Assembly, but also of the constraints imposed by the

~~mlJly's heavy agenda and the time allotted for the debate 00 this issue. I
.W~Uld have wished to make a more extensive statement, with much more detail. but I
_ limited by the measures taken end the obligatioo to confine myself to the time

allotted so that the greatest number of delegations interested in the subject can... ~ ..~ .
"..: make statements.

As~s the CCllse last year: the representatives of the five Central .ll.merican
.' ecn.1Qtr.~~s,~bave together prepared a draft resolution, with the co-sponsCll'ship of the

repr~~tatives of the CootQdora and SUpport Groups, reflecting the generosity and

spirit of co"'Operation that has characterized their endeavours in respect of our
prqblems. Hence this is a proposal that results from an agreement among the states

of the J;'~gioo involved in a problem~ however, ~ll of them want. to live in peace.
That. Is why ~e are e<mfident that all members of the international oollll\unity

:~. ~.'

history of unjust structures, with bitter political, social and econanic violence

speoial plan of assist~oe to Central .~edca, and to the problem of refugees •

'." .

It is'a.1\ ls tory of
and the constant presence of forei~ in~,tttl;tfS'fu the reg'tOl'i.

," .0

divergency that has become more acute in :~cerit '·ie.l's~..
In some countr ies ef the region the possibilitY· of~(:ble~,.iig structural change

is limited, owing to the concentration of power in certain 9t~{lI'l."··All countries'
I· ...

. 'have problems of political refugees or .tnigration difficulties, be t~ey for

will .support ~is initiative, that it will be possible to obtain the consens~s

reached last yea:: '., as well as ac;r~~ent al the draft resolutions conce.~fttn9 1:£.e

.' ,'. '-, .. \.,

The crisis in Cent:al1inet'i~ .ls'not··of recet\t qi.l:r'.&.IU it dates back to a
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(Mr. Rivera Bianchini, Costa Rica)
have problems of poli tica 1 refugees « migra tioo difficulti es, be they fCX' ecooanicreasons or because of violence. E1ctreme poverty or a ladc of basic needs affects
OI7er SO per cent of the population,; 8gricultlU'al lands are increasingly
concentrated in the hands of the few,; barely 30 per cent of the economically active
popula tion is covered by a heal th sys tern '; unemployment is on the incxease'i in two
countr ies almost half the population can neither read nor write,; the foreign debt
is OI1er $20 billion and the flight of capital in three countries represents over
SO per cent of the foreign debt.

Given the worsening of the crisis, various proposals for negotiation were put
fotward'i these proposals have been strengthened, thanks to the efforts of the
Caltacbra Group, and have finally taken shape in the agreements reached by the
Central American Presidents in August 1981.

These agreements, which reflected the confidence and faith of the Central
American people" in a short time achieved things that seemed impossible. The
inflexibility of traditional positions yielded to dialogue. Divergences seemed to
turn into a sea of agreements. Intransigence in Central America seemed to
disappear. The five nations on their own, through their own will, opened the way
to a world of p9ce, freedom and denncracy. The international community spoke out
to welcome with hope what had been achieved and was emerging in Central America.
How could a regiooal or global forum not express its pleasure at the efforts made
by five small oountr iea in the quest for peace, to strengthen democracy, to
overcome the dark nights of dictatorships, injustice and palTerty?

But just as in the case of other regional conflicts where t..,is year the
pranise of a solution could be discerned, we must recognize that the spid t whichemerged in August 1981 has not flourished as we would all have wished. We regret
to say that our regioo is still experiencing a painful military reality, cootinued

•
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American tragedy.

aim to have rhetoric yield to tangible deeds so that we can all become true

accepted by the other four Presidents, are genuine commitments to peace and

(Kr. Rivera Bianchini, Costa Rica)
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ch_pions of democr acy and peace.

democracy. They represent immediate, concrete and effective actions, actions that

lack of political will on the part of some of the protagonists in the Central

violation of human rights, constant abridgment of freedoll',s, cootinued distrust: and

The Esquipulas agreements, as conceived by President Arias and subsequently

The existing deadlock is a fact which our Minister for Foreign Affairs
highlighted in his statement in the general debate at this session of the AsseJl'bly
and which the Costa Rican Government believes should be brought to the attention ofmefti)ers.

As a country that cherishes democracy, Costa Rica deplores any setback in the
implementation of the commitments entered into in the peace plan. It distresses us
to see delay or to see the light of hope provided by tbe Presidents of Central
America extinguished.

Nevertheless, we have not lost our optimism, determination Clnd faith in our
future.

Central America is called upon to pl:OYide examples of freedom. of democracy
and peace. It is not just that we should bequeath to our children the problems of
today's Central Amer iea. Why not aspire to having our peoples in future concerned
ooly with their development and the improvement of their standards of liVing rather
than with aeeking formulas for peace?

Although the main structural elements and the difficulties in achieving
stability still exist, the crisis has changed its course. Its focus has been movedfrom confl ict to negotia tion. It has been reaffirmed that a comprehensive solution

_ ..----...iIIrIiIIIIIII..-.......---.-........-..-
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justice.

It is true that the negotiations held within the framework of the Esquipulas

to the Central American crisis is political and not military. We have stressed the
incrteasingly close link that exists between peace, democracy, developnent and

(Kr. Rivera Bianchini, Costa Rica)

A/43!PV.50
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agreements have not been completely successful, nei ther in the individual ,,'ountries
nor at the regional level. Although differences still persist, this year we have

had more dialogue and less violence. For the first time the insurgents from
Guatemala, El Salvador and Nicaragua have these past months ente~ed into dialogue
wi th their respective Governments. This year the U1i ted Nations approved the
special plmt of eex>nomic assistance to Central Amer iea, the implementation of which
will mean that the social and economic needs that constituted the initial causes of
the cr is is will be met, and we trust that this will become a reality. This is the

year when the European Econanic Community is redoubling its efforts and giving

special assistance for the developnent of Central J\meriea. This is the year when

the machinery for Iatin American agreement is obtaining assistance in the field of

the past.

the year of comnittees of national reconciliation. This has been a year more of
aspira tions and of look in:J to the fu ture than of disappointmen ts and of look ing to

.. .- \

than others. None the less, if all the parties had had greater resolve we would

Undoubtedly, in spi te of war th is year has for Cenu al Amer ica been better

and many men and women were released fran pr isen. Th is year of the peace plan is

first will be achieved in the caning months.

economic co-operation. This year the amnesty laws were enacted; there were pardons

have gone further still. OUr Government hopes that what was not achieved in this

_'MIll••-------------....---..........-.....--:.~
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minorities and certain interests outside the regicn that have promoted war as a

The majority of the Central American peoples are in favour of a negotiated
political solution, not & military solution, to the crisis in the region. The

PltB/mo A/43/PV.50
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(Hr. Rivera Bianchini, Costa Rica)

lIeans of resolving conflicts in the isthmus are tending to disappear. That is why

the Costa Rican Guvernment reaffirms its position, which will remain unassailable,
that the EaQuipulas 11. agreements offer the frame of reference and the path for the
attainment of peace in Central America.

Nothing that has been done or not done since August 1987 has indicated that

the plan cannot be implemented or that the solutions agreed are not valid for the
Central linerican situation. The time has come for a new examination of conscience,
the time to make amends. It is an important time, at widl to admit our failures

and correct our mistakes. This is the time not to hesitate or change our course

but rather to make greater efforts to be true to the word.

We must achieve peace through national reconciliation and by putting an end to
external aid to the vying factions. we must make effective our protection of human

The strengthening of the Central American democracies depends mainly on the

power. We must restore the validity of the p: inciple of non-intervention in the

internal affairs of other Sta tea and the use of peaceful means for the settlement

• • • • • " ••••• & ... • ~ ,.' t •

they will never suffice if we do not achieve for the future of those democracies a

internal efforts of each COlmtry Q None the less, however heroic those efforts,

Mly in areas where there are immedia te advantages but also in those where there

free suffrage, hcnestly exercised by the people, as the sole forllula for political

rights and continue our protection of public freedoms. We must institutionalize

br 1ngs the peoples tragedy and suffer ing. we must implement the peace plan not

of disputes, wherever they may occur. We must eliminate the arms race, which only

may be problems. Central America must cnce again demonstrate its firm resolve to
live in peace and democracy.
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~cratic nations to contribute so that we can embark at the course of

plan.

agreements would. prevent the Central American countries from getting the support

A/43/PV.SO
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(Mr. Rivera Bianchini, Costa Rica)

PICB/mo

promised by the international community. It is impossible to deny freedom and

request aid of free nations. It is impossible to deny de,mocracy and "request

The Cost.:a Rican Government is aware that failure to comply with the Esquipulas

political and econanic space more catducive to growth. This is where we need the

the peace pla."1, so it will use its influence to make it possible to implement that

support of the international community, so that just as it helped us to establish

development. It is impossible to devote every effort to war and then claim
guarantees of life in peace.

The Costa Rican Government intends to implement each and everyone of the

Er:quipulas corrmitments. we also express our willingness to participate in all
negotiations, take every step and make every effort to fUlfil every obligation ha

make those commitments effective.

We invite members to join us in this effort to give a greater impetus to the

peace-making process. We urge members to co-operate with all the means at their
command to bring about a renewed resolve not only to reactivate but to complete,

wi th glory cmd in a defin! tive fashion, that difficult but possible endeavour, the
endeavour of peace.

Mr. MELEND~ BARAH)N/)o (El Salvador) (int'!rpretation from Spanish) ~ I

wish to take this opportuni ty, Sir, to tell you, on behalf of the people and

Government of El Salvador, how pleased we are at your election to the ptesidency of

the General Assembly at its forty-third session and by the very efficient,
responsible way in which you are guiding our work and deliberations on the various
canplex subjects which are being considered during this session.

Consideration of the situation in Central America began in our Organization in

.......--------_....--------
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the prevailing serious political situation, the intraregional crisis of confidence,

1983, precisely five years ago, for the purpose of analysing, among other things,

Pm/me>

-----------------_.........•••••-.
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(Hr. Melendez Barahcna,
El salvador)

the threats of intervention, the possibility of a generalized armed conflict and
ways of avoiding it and finding a pol.itical solution to the regional problem so as

to prevent a breakdown of internatiooal peace and security, basing ourselves on the
purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter.

As everyooe knows, it has been recognized that the present crisis in our
region is the result of economic and political structures whose historical

development has not been in ac:cordance wi th the needs of social dynamism and whose
causes derive from both enc1ogenou6 and 'eXlOgenous factors. As a result our national
societies are in a tragic state of poverty, social injustice, limited opportunity,

closed and authoritarian political systems and so on, and this has given rise to

internal situations of instability, polarization and confrootation between the
various social groups, as well as the emergence of serious differences between the

coun tries of the regioo.

The efforts of Central American Governments to overcome underdevelopnent and
imprC7e the well-being of their peoples have been Hmi ted not 0011' by the social
and political situation reSUlting from a lack of democracy in the broader sense,

but also because the foundation for development has consisted and still consists
basically of economies that are in the main not exporting eoonomies and are

dependent on the unstable conditions of the internatiooal ecooany. Nevertheless,
exper ience in some Central Amer iean oountr ies shows that in the per iods of peace

and stab ili ty tha t have followed times of pol! tical agi ta Hon development
progranmes were established which, although limited in their results, made possible
ecooomic growth based <Xl close co-operation amoog Central American collltries,
particularly in the 1960s and at the beginning of the 1970s. Unfortunately,

••.... .......---.......................-.-....----------------.c
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however, these did not solve the problem of social inequalities, and the gap

limitations of underdeve10pnent in Central 1\merica and because the situation «bes

between rich and poor oontinued to grow.

I

i

"

l

I

(Hr. Me1endez Barahooa,
El salvador)' -
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System of Preferences and the Caribbean Basin recovery mechanism, because of the

The Alliance for Progress, the Central American C01llllon Market, the Generalized

not require it yet, have not been improved upon, gone into in greater depth or
given the necessary support, so that their developnent and the benefits they have
yielded have been very Hmi ted.

The deepen ing economic cr is is, wh ich has become more acu te in recen t year 8 as

a result of increasing foreign debt, natural disasters and, in some countries, the
existence of internal armed conflicts, and the emergence of a state of ideological
confrmtation in the Central Amedcan region which could have given rise to
regional conflicts, were the crucial characteristics of the early 1980s. These in
turn gave rise to initiatives to achieve a negotiated political solution to the
er is is and to esab lish a cl imate of tr us t, s ecur i ty and stab 11 i ty to avoid a wider

• &

conflict. Among the ini tia tives adopted to th is end reoogni tion mus t be g lven to
the efforts and contr ibution of the Contadora Group and the SUpport Group in the

search foe a soluticn to the regional crisis,; the peace proposal of President Arias
of Costa Rica, which culminated in the signing by the Central American Presidents

of the ESluipu1as agreement of 7 August 1987, entitled "Procedure for the
establishment of a firm and lasting peace in Central iUnerica", the joint

initiatives of the secretaries-General of the tbited Nations and the Organization
of African Unity'; and the measures adopted by the secretary-Genera1 in support of
the Esquipu1as agreements in accordance wi th General Assembly resolutions 42/1, of
7 October 1987, and 42/204, of 11 DecerWer 1987 •
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perceptions of it. All the Central ~erican countries have made efforts to comply,

accordance with the particular conditions existing in each coW\try. What is

I will now refer briefly to the peace pcocess in the region and to our
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(Hr. Melendez Barahaul,
El salvador)

-------=_..._---
AB/eel

to a greater or lesser extent, wi th the cCllllftitments made in the peace agreemmt, in

illportant is not individual quantitative results) 'What is important, indeed

essential, is that our Governments have reaffirmed befot'e this Assembly the

validity of the principles of Esquipu:'as and the historic undertaking to Gootinue
using dialogue and negotiation as a means of achieving a stable and lasting psace

in Central ArAerica in accordance with th" desires and aEpirations of the people of
the region.

The Central American countries arli3! now in a stage of transition to

consolida tion of democracy, peace and economi c reccwery. That is why it is
necessary to consider the obligations and conmitments made towards our peopl'3S, our
neighbouring countries and the international commmity in general in order to

$

ensure that the crisis will end in hat'iiOnization of global and regional solutions.
&1ch harmonization cannot be achieved unless a cUmte of trust, security and

credibility is established among the Central 1tmeriean countries so that further

progress may be _de in the regional pcocess. In this context the comments ..de by

the 8ecretary-General in his report on the situation in Central Amer iea are very
important. He say'1:

·On the other hand, there has been an apparent lack of similar progress

towards fulfilment of the COIIlJIlitments on non-use of territory to attack other
States and on termination of aid for irregular forces and insurrectionist

movements." (A/43/729, p.3)

We £eel that, in Bcenrdanoe with the principles of the FBquipulas agreement and the

United Nations Charter, methods of force, violence and confrQ1tation should not be

.
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proll'Oted or: encouraged. Rather~ they should be rejected as a means of achieving
power because thesE: methods and the accompanying struggles, although perhaps meant
to contribute to a solution of the crisis, prolong it: and mak~ it worse, with theirrespective adverse consequences for the sUffering central American peoples.

(Hr. Melendez Barahona,
El Salvador)
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In the same context we regret that the International Verification and
Follow-up Conmission, established in accordance with the Esquipulaa agreement, has
not been given the necessary strength and life to carry out ita role of greatest
importance in the peace process in Central America. In the light of the validity

of the commitments that have been made, the proposals formulated by the Foreign
Ministers of Honduras and El salvador before this Assembly 00 mechanisms for
control and supervision of the Peace process can be considered seriously for the
agenda of the next: meeting of the Central 'Werican Presidents. The consolidation
of the process of pacification and of the psace process is very important to the
peoples of the region, and therefore we urge faithful ex>mplianoe with and respect
for the will of the Ce'.,tral American peoples, made manifest, through the prOl1isionsof the FBquipulas agreement, both for the countr 1<28 of the region and for counu'ies

outside the region, in order that the Central Americans may be enabled to adopt
their own decisioos on the Pl'ocess.

The political P1enomenon in Central America cannot be analysed in i.solationJ
it has to b<e seen in its rela tionElhip wi th economic phenomena as a whole. From
this perspective we have been able to see that, at a time characterized by
canfrontation and internal struggles, the efforts of Governments, despi te great
outlays that affect their respective economies, are facing great limitations of
resources as they try to reini tiate the process of ecooomic reCOI1ery, in sOIDe casesdeviating into areas that do not relate to developnent and the well-being of
peoples a tall.
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In this cootext we share the view that there is an interrelationship between
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(Mr. Melendez Barahona,
El salvadlf -

peace and de11elopnent but that in the present cr is is what is necessary is that both

concepts be developed silll1ltaneously in such a way as to sti1llllate the

consolidation of democracy. In the last five years Central America has been

dependent upen tr ansfers from abroad, and doubtless in the short term and the
medium term it will continue to need external aid to pt')lIDte developnent and

overcane the unjust social and economic structures that are the cause of social
problems and internal conflicts.

In this context the steps to implement the special plan of eoonomic

co-operation for Central America, approved in resolution 42/231 of 12 May this

year, are important. This resolution received broad support from the international

community, fran llIhidl it requests an increase of technical, economic and financial
assistance to the countries of the region. This assistance has been considered

necessary and vital as a. part of the efforts made in the peace process.

Tak 1ng in to acooun t the needs and limi ta tions facing Can tral Amer ic:<a .. my
delegation feels that the implementation of the plan has not mewed fc.rward in step
wi th the urgent needs of the regional situation, in particular because of

procedural questions and the revision and acbption of mechani.slllS for its

llJ1llenentation. Consequently we feel it appropr iate to appeal to the donor

community and the relevant bodies of the thited Nations system to take the

necessary measures to provide and make more viable the assistance and co-operation
required for implementation of th~ special plan.

Also in the field of co-operation, we would like to say how pleased we are
that an international conference on Central American refugees :L:J to be held in
Q.latemala in 198!t~ We offer our gratitude to the United Nations bodies that made

this possible, in particular, to the Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees.
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peoples through a prOCE"ss of sustained and permanent economic recovery. The

maladjus tlnen ts.

general support from the Assembly.

displaced persons in the

(Hr. Melenc1ez Barahona,
El Salvador)
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The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish) \ I call on the

international assistance it will not be possible to overcome the structural

region and the difficulties that result therefran. we are certain that peace and
stability are an important element in ensuring that Q)vernments will devote greater

We hope the conference will produce very posi tive conclusions and recommendations,
making it possible to solve the problems of refugees a

Finally, I should li~e to refer to draft resolution A/43/L.26, sponsored by

supported and implemented in order to create one ncre opportunity for the peace and

achievement of both peace and development la the direct responsibility of the

efforts and resources to improving the well-being and the 1 iving condi tions of our

development so desired by the Central American peoples. We hope it will receive

represr".tative of Mexico, who will speak on behalf uf the Contadora Group.

Central American countries, but we believe that without co-operation alld

the Contadora Group, the SUpport Group and the Central American countries. My

delegation feels it supports and articulates the aspirations and desires of the

Central Ameri~an countries. We repeat our appeal that the draft resolution be

I:"~.. '
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the d tuation in Centrcl. hnerica, of the threats to intetnational peace and
security it involves, and of the peace initiatives needed to transform it.

that the draft contains and deVelops the essential elements of a proper analysis of

A/43/JN.50
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Hr. MOYA PALENCIA (Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish) ~ My delegation,

represented here to adopt it as a General Assenbly resolution. we cia 60, convinced

five Central American States and the eight Latin lmIerican States that form part of
the Contacbra Group and its Support Group, and requestS the international coillllunity

AE/ed

on behalf of the Contadora Group, wishes to express its broadest and most resolute
support for draft resolution A/~3/L.26, submitted by Guatemala and sponsored by the
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the dr.aft resolution is in line with the efforts that the Central Amer lean
countries themselves have made~ especially since the Esquipulas 11 agreements of

mediatory efforts to contr ibute to peace in Central Amer ica. Lastly, we do so

(Hr. M:>ya Palencla, Mexico)
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and its Slpport Group have always de fendad , respected and applied in their

7 August 1987, in order fUlly to meet the historic challenge of shaping a destiny

we do so because in its preambular paragraphs, as well aB in its operative part,

of peace and development: for that still troubled region. We do so also because thedraft: resolution coincides with the pr inciples and tenets that the Contadora Group

because it contains the essential elements to urge the coW'ltr1es that have links
with, and interests in, the region to facilitate the process of implementing the
ESCjuipulas II ag1:eements and to refrain fran any action that could obstruct that~
and also because it urges the international oonmunity not only to contr ibute to the
realization of the peace process itself, but also to increase 6 directly and through
international organizations, its technical, economic and financial co-operation

wi th the Cen tral AmericClil coW'ltries in order to achieve the goals and objectives of
the special plan of economic co-operation for Central America, pursuant to
resolution 42/231 adopted by the General Assembly on 12 Miy last year.

The Contadora Group therefore requests the entire international oonmunity to
aoopt this draft resolution. we are gratified that it emerged from the spirit ofdialogue and negotiation which created a bood between the five Central American
comtries that are primarily and irreplaceably the protagonists in the regional
tragedy.

However, beyond the progress which the joint prei'Qration of this draft
resolution undoubtedly reflects, the Cootadora Group remains deeply coocerned
because, as was stated by the heads of State of Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
Mexico, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela, at t.1ote Secood Presidential Meeting of the
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Permanent Mechanism for Consultation and Concerted Political Action, held at

Punta del Este, Uruguay, at the end of Q::tober,

"In discouraging contrast to the process of aetente and the improvement

in various situations of regional conflict, the conditions for a just and

las"t1ng peace in Central America have not been attained." (A/43/791, p. 5)

We remain deeply concerned, as the Presidents also stated, that while in the

past progress towards peace and democratization in Central America was possible

only through dialoc;,1:e and negotia tion, which culminated in the Esquipulas II

agreements, the development of the crisis has shown that the threat and use of

force foster belligerent conflict and instability, in violation of the pr inciples

and rules of law governing international coexistence.

We reaffirm with them the conviction

"that the pr inciples motivating the Contadora Group and the SUpport Group in

their efforts to achieve a Latin American solution to the crisis are more

valid today than ever, and we are prepared to persevere in co~perative action

to achieve their implementation. New avenues of negotiation must be sought,

involVing the political will of the Governments in oonflict, and mak ing use of

the experience and the iosti tutional framework of the tbi ted Nationp. and the

Organization of American States" (A/43/791, p. 5).

Please allow me at this point, 0:1\ behalf of the Cootadora Group and of my own

Government, to thank the Secretary-General for the report he has submitted to us in

connection with agenda item 22, dated 19 OCtober, In that report he provides an

accurate~ detailed and courageous analysis of the present characteristics of the

situation in Central America. we are in agreement with that report and in

particular with the conclusion in paragraph 12 to the effect that
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overcome the obstacles now before them, and the coun tr ies outs ide the region

the Secretary-Gl.neral, political will must cut through the vicious cycles, the

Central America. However, for that process to materialize, as is also stated by
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"The Central American Governments must renew the momentum of their efforts to

EH/fc

with ties and interests in it must resolutely decide to facilitate that task

very possibility of resolving ItJle er is is peacefully and of having the peace process

and refrain from any action likely to undermine it." (A/43/729, para. 12)
In the view of the Contadora Group it is that problem which determines the

immediately transformed into a process of economic and social development for

Gordian knots, that strangle Central America and that have regrettably held back
the Esquipulas IX negotiations, which were resumed in Alajuela, Cost Rica, and
which we hope will be resumed very soon at the highest level, in a forthcoming
meeting of the Central American Preddents that will give new and renewed impetus
to the implementation of their comnitments.

We would also recall at this point that the Latin American Presidents who met
in Punta del Este insisted that the revitalization of the peace process that we areinvolved in requires that the international ClOl1I1lunity step up its contr ibution to
the political, economic and social reconstruction of the countries of the region,
which are new also affected by natural disasters, and to that end they urged the
countries endowed with the most resources 1:0 participate actively in this task ofsol i&1ri ty •

Mexico is convinced that the willingness demonstrated from the very outset by
the United Nations to contribute to resolving the crisis in Central America is
still in existence and that it must be fully used. Statements made by the hicjlest
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leaders of the international community, with just a few regrettable exceptions,
reflect their deep concern at the regional situation and their reaffirmation of the

EH/fc
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(Hr. M;)ya Palencia, Mexico)

princi~les underlying the Charter of our Organization, especially those of
non-intervention, the non-use or noo-threat of use of force and the peaceful

settlement of disputes. we firmly believe that the thited Nations can cootribute
to supporting the efforts of the Central American countries by monitoring their

commitments and collaborating in the establishment of the proper mechanisms for
verification, especially in the area of securi~, inclUding the cessation of

e~ternal aid to irregular and insurrectional forces and the non-use of the
territory of any State ~or acts of aggression against another. My country

considers that the principles of the San ~'rancisco Charter, wieh have proved their
effectiveness in giving new direction to the peace ptoeess in other regional

conflicts - the reason for which the Organization, and specifically its

peace-keeping forces, was given the Nobel Peace Prize this year - cannot be

sidestepped in the case of the Central American crisis. It is not possible to
believe in solutions imposed from outside, to the detriment of the aspirations to

peace of the Central Am~rican nations, to the detriment of stability based on
co-operation and respect for law. Specifically, we cannot fail to condemn foreign
intervention, campaigns of destabilization, and support for irregular forces in the
region, which have obstructed understanding among the Central hnericans and the

diplomatic efforts aimed at settling the conflict •

...7.-..-------...--......---------'-"-'-~
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the region.

cooerence, but rather an international moral ob1igatioo.

(Mr. flbya Palencia, Mexico)

A/43/PV.50
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This participation was motivated by our conviction that an end to the conflict

resolve that conflict is not merely an act of political, legal and socio-economir.

interference or aggression. Central America's wound hu.rts us all, especially the

Since 1985, the &1pport Group has participated actively in the work to restore

We must avail ourselves of the new poll tied condi tions and changes tila t have

Mr. aOLILU> (Uruguay) (interpretat.ion from Spanish); I am speaking on

process in Central America by resumin dialogue and sPeeding up negotiations.

The Contadora Group is unfa Uing in its oupport for and observance of the

representative of Uruguay, who will speak on behalf of the SUpport Group of the

freely taken decision of the countries of the regial to choose the way of life and
political and social system that best suits their interests, without foreign

The PRESm~T (interpretation from Spanish); I call on the

Latin Americans. The persistence of the crisis is in fact not only a challenge but

principles of internatiooal law, whose uncOii~i tional re-establishment must be

also a growing threat to international peace and security. To make every 0ffort to

and giving impetus to the diplomatic negotiation process between the countries of

peace in the Central American region, jointly with the Contadora Group prollOting

occurred on our continent so that together we may give new momentum to the peace

MLG/fr

Contadora Group.

could ally be achieved by a Ia tin American solution, sought through poli Heal

behalf of the delegations of Argentina, Brazil, Peru and Uruguay, the countries
which make up the Support GrOup of the Contadora Group.

obtained as soon aa possible in Central l\merica, and also in its respect for the

dialogue and diplClllatic negoti& tior., and based on respect for the pr inciple of the

-
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human rights.

The desire of the four COWltr ies of the SUpport Group to contr ibute to the

Daclaraticn, adopted at the end of the secood meeting of the Presidents of the

A/43/PVeSO
4:2

-------------
MLG/fr

non-intervention, the strengthening of democratic institutions and respect for

peace process in the regiQl is as al. ive todal' as it was \1lhen the Group was born.
My President stated this a little more than two weeks ago in the Uruguay

(Mr. Paalillo, Uruguay)

free self-determination of peoples afid strict canpliance wi th the imperative of

Permanent Mechanism for Consultation and Concerted Political Action, whose text
appears in doc~lnent A/43/79l. Q1 that occasicln, jointly with the Presidents of

Coloni>ia, Mexico and Venezuela, the Presidents of the four countr ies of the Support

Group reiterated the validity of the principles which inspired the actions of the
two groups and stated their readiness and willingness to persevere in their efforts

to co-operate in their application.

On the same occasion, the seven Presidents also expressed their disappointment
that, in contrast to the process of detente and the lessening of tensions in
various r,egion&l oonflicts, the conditions for a just and lasting pe&ce in Central
America had not been attained.

The frustration caused by the persistence "'f the violence there, a~d the

insecurity and disregard for human rights in the Central American region, has been
shared by the rest of the international ooRl1\unity, as can be seen from the many

etatements made by countries of all regions of the world during the general debate
in the Assembly.

Indeed, in recent months there has been no significant progress towards ending
the insecurii.:y and economic hardship that cOlltinues to hold sway in our region.
Nevertheless, in the political oontext in which the conflict is developing, th~re

are some favourable circumstances that should have pronnted the achievement of a
solution.

-_.._--------_._............--'-'--
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to restore peace in the region, which has not ooJ.y been reflected in declarations

important decisions such as the acceptance by the Central American Governments of

made by high Central American authorities, but has also taken tangible form in

A/43/PV.SO
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(Hr. Paolillo, uruguay)
First, there is the unequivocal desire of the parties involved in the conflict

MLGl!r

the E8CJuipulas peace plan and the conunitment by the Presidents in the joint
declaration of Alajuela to comply with the obligations which £J.OI from that peace
plan.

The fact that draft resolution A/43/L.26, nCM before the General Assembly, was
negotiated mainly by the five Central American countries that are among its
sponsors is another eloquent proof of the desire for peace shared by the piSrties
involved and of agreement at the bases on which peace should be built.

The second set of circo.nastancea favouring a swift solution of the conflict is
the categorical support given by the Internatiooal community to tile Esquipulas
peace plan, which was reflected in last session's adoption by consensus of
resolution 42/1 of the General Assemly. The countries of the SUpport Group trust
that the international ool'll1\unity will respond similarly to the draft resolution we
are deba ting now.

lastly, in order to carry forward their peace plar, the Central American
countries need the institutional framework and experience of the United Nations and
the Organization of Merican States, which have given broad support to the
implementation of the principles and procedures agreed up~.

These ~ocedures bE!98n being implemented through mechanisms participated in by
the Ministers of Foteign Affairs of Central America, the Cootadcxa countries, the
SUpport Group and the secretaries-General of the United Nations and the
Ol:'ganization of American States. Unfortunately, not JlUch progress was made

a
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the establishment of the verification mechanisms in some areas provided for in the

and impoverished after so many years of violence and insecurity - then why has not

A/43/PV.50
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--------------

peoples of Central America?

in the way of the realization of the aspirations and desires of the Q:)vernments and

international institutions are giving them assistance; and lastly, if peace is

(Hr. Paolillo, Uruguay)

because, according to the secretary-Generalis report, conditions did not exist for

five Central American Governments". (AL43/729, para. 7)

This inability to implement agreements reached at the highest poli tical level

being restored in response to the cries of the people of Central America, exhausted

more progress been made in carrying out those commitments? lt1Cit factors are coming

pece plan because of what the report descr !bes as "the lack of unanimity among the

on the principles and procedures for achieving peace and undertook to canply
il1lllediately, unconditionally and unilaterally with the obligations undertaken to

MOO/fr

achieve that objective; if the internatiooal community supports them fir1lll..y; if

does not fail to surprise us somewhat. If the Central American Presidenf'.s agreed

-
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of the region with oomnitments referring not only to the cessation of hostilities

Esquipulas 11 agreements is an enormous task. The procedure for the establishment

and security but also to the promtion of national calciliation, the strengthening
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(Mr. Paolillo, uruguay)

We have to recognize that carrying forward the implementation of the

of peace is unprecedenteclly complex and requires canpliance by the five countries

1tM/mtm

of democracy, economic development, respect for human rights, assistance and

protection of refugees, and verifica tion mechanisms. This is a task of

extraordinary magnitude, perhaps without precedent in history, but it should not

for that reason be felt that it is too great a task for the Go\"ernments which have
to carry it out. These Q)vernments have already overcome the most difficUlt stage

of launching and begiming the implementation of the peace process al bases and

principles which were previously agreed upon.*

The melli:>ers of the SUpport Group hope that the countries of Central America

will once again give the world proof of the desire for peace that motivates them
and the political capacity which in the recent past has made it possible fOI them

just like ~a t has already been accomplished - cootinues to be their primary

the world, the five Central American Governments will have to persist in making

* Hr. Al-Shakar (Bahrain), Vice-President, took the Chair.

historic challenge of forging a peaceful destiny for Central Merica~ hence they

international political atmosphere will help to strengthen these efforts and not

responsibility.· They have taken it upon themselves to exercise their sovereignty

to overcome their di fferences and external obstacles. We also hope that the

In order to realize this hope, which we are sure is cherished by the rest of

genuine efforts to complete the work they have begun. What remains to be done -

h lnder them.

without foreign interference, to assume, as the Esquipulas agreement says, the

" .., • 'R ......'. t. .... . ~. ~ . .•
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must intensify their efforts to this end by using the procedures agreed upon for

lH/mtm

------------------
A/43/PV.50
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(Mr. Paolillo, Uruguay)

•

this purpose and, if necessary, by findi7.'"tg new ways to carry out negotiations.

Co~peration outside the framework of these efforts can ooly be directed at

promoting and facilitating dialogue, creating conditions for negotiation and, in

general, encourage any procedure or actioo cmducive to a peacefUl, just and

lasting solution. That is what has been the contr ibution of the peace process of

the Caatadora and &1pport Groups in the past, and that is the cootributioo we are

prepared to make in the future.

Mr. ZEIOS (Greece) ~ I have the honour to speak on behalf of the European

Communi ty and its 12 merrber Sta tes and to rei tera te our full support for a peace ful

and lasting solution to the problems besetting the Central American region.

The ties of friendship, culture ana history that bind the merrbers of the

Twelve to the Central American region are not only very close~ they can be traced

over the centuries as well. Ne maintain close ties and share common interests with

the peopl es of Cen tra1 Amer iea, based upon the ideals of genuine democr acy and

political pluralism, respect for human rights and economic and social justice.

Therefore, we view with a special sense of concern the economic and political

difficulties that continue to threaten the area.

The '.tWelve weloomed with particular satisfaction the initiative taken in

August 1987 by the Presidents of the five Central American countries. It was an

act of courage and a demonstration of political will and determination. We adopted

the same attitude towards the secood summit meeting of the five Presidents in

January and we shall support their future efforts to bring about lasting peace,

co-operation and progress among their countries. In this regard, we look forward

to a successful outcome of the forthcoming summit of the fi.ve Central Amer ican

Presidents •

;cM.
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countries, to contribute as meb as we can to the task entrusted to the Executive
Conmission for Verification and Follow-up of the Esquipulas 11 agreement. We

maintain once again that the parties to the agreement should, wi thout fur ther delay

A/43/PV.50
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AM/mtm

(Hr. zep?s, Greece)

The desire of the ~elve to see peace establiehed in this area was manifested
by reaffirming that we are prepared, if asked to do so by all Central A'IIerican

and reservations, make every effort to meet fully their outstanding obligations.

we are firmly convinced that real and lasting peace in Central America can only be
attained through political means and the exclusion of all forms of violenO! or

mill tary pressure. It is for this reasoo that we have given our unremitting
support to the peace pcocess initiated in Esquip..11as.

It goes wi thout saying that authentic demcracy is a prerequisite for lasting
peace in the region. It can ordy be ach.ieved through political pluralism,

involving full respect for human rights and civil liberties, full freedom of the
press, and promotion of social and economic justice. At the same time it is

impossible to achieve a lasting solution in the area d thout respect for the

pr inciple of national sovereignty, territorial integ7: ity and the recognition of the
right of all peoples to d1oose, without external interference, their economic,
political and social system. Firmly col11'Ritted to these pt" inciples, we reiterate

our appeal to all countries with interests in the regiat to cattribute to efforts
to p:omote peace, democracy and economic developnent in the region.

There have been disquieting signs OI7er the last months of a stalemate in the
Central Jlmerica peace pc:ocess. We are gravely concerned by the interruption of the
national dialogue in several countries, by the adoption of measures which undermine
democratic institutions and by continued violations of h~man rights. The negative
climate has also been reflected by the impasse reached in the talks of the
Executive COl11'Rission and the difficulties encountered in the establighment of a

mechanism of verification, cattrol and follow~p of the peace agreement.
Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library



Nevertheless, one should not disregard the fact that some progress has been

FM/mtm A/43/PV.50
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(!'Ir. Zepas, Greece)

made towards fulfilment of the obligations set forth in the Esquipulas II

agreement. Al thou~ each coun try has r espooded in varying degrees to these

obligations, we trUly hope that the political determination, which a year ago led

the five Central American Presidents to search for solutions te the problems

afflicting their region, will prevail again, giving new impetus to the peace

process. There are recent encouraging si9ns, inclUding the draft resolution now.
before the General Assembly, which demonstrate once again the political will of the

Central American countries to resolve peacefully their problems.

Major contr ibutory factors to the vicious circle of violence, intervention and

su~fering in the region are the long-standing economic imbalances and social

injustice. The interrelation between decreasing economic strength and political

turmoil in the region is evident and, the longer the economic and social decl~ne is

allowed to continue, the more difficult it will become to halt it at a later

stage. As the Secretary-General of the tllited Nations put it in his recent report:

"Not only has economic developnent been adversely affected by the (X)litical

turmoil in the region, but the economic crisis is perpetuating the unjust

socio-economic structures and prolonging internal conflicts, thus frustrating

efforts to arrive at a consensus cCX1cerning the socio-political mdel fer the

Central Amer iean societies." (A/43/729, para. 16)

The socio-economic situation is further aggravated by the tragic plight of the

refugees.
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(Mr. Zepos, Greece)
The '!Welve have demonstrated in concrete terms their commitment to assisting

the Central Merican countries to overcome their political and economic problems.
In septemer 1984 the European Community and its twelve member states, on the one
hand, and the States of Central America and the Contadora Group, on the other,
initiated a historic dialogue in San Jose, Costa Rica, and they laid the basis for
a new political and economic r""lationship between the European Comnunity and
Central America. Thls dialogue continues on a regular basis. The San Jose IV
Conference, held at Hamburg on 29 February and 1 March th is year, concluded
successfully, and we are preparing for the next conference - San Jose V - to take
place next year in Honduras.

The co-operation agreement between the Eurcpean Conmunity and the Central
American countries and Panama contributes to economic development and social
progress in the p:l!.!gion. The Community has more than doubled its aid since 1981.
In 1988 the European Commlmity and its menber States will contribute some
250 million EClJs - equivalent to S290 million - to Central American countries. At
present the Community's assistance is concentrated on aid ,...0 refugees and displaced
persons, food aid and aid to integrated rural developnent projects. We welcome the
secretary-General's involvement in thbl field through the United Nations Special
Plan of 1il::onomic Co-operation for Central America. We are also comnitted to
pronnting regional projects wi cl1 the aim of I!!ncouraging co-operation between the
Cen tral Mer ican coun tr ies •

We wish to reaffirm our belief that the crisis in Central hnerica can be
resolved solely by a canprehensive negotiated dialogue based on the principles of
the United Na tions Charter and the objectives set forth in the Esquipulas 11
agreements. we attach equal importance to respect for the princir~.··0 of nationalsovereignty, independence, territorial integr ity, non-intervention,
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lqe urge the Central 1\mer ican countr ies to spare no effort in giving new

Hr. ELIASSON (Sweden) ~ A year ago the General Assembly unanimously

to the Central AmeLican parliament.

(Hr. Zepos, Greece)

"'I 't ~/I:'V.;.JU

52

For several years, news from Central P.mer lca had been mainly about war,

cause of peace, securi ty, dellDcracy, co-opera tion and social and econanic

required, assistance in an appropr iate manner for the prepal:ation of the elections

development of dellDc:ratic institutions. w.e are therefore prepared to provide, when

the peace agreement signed in August 1987 by the five Central American Presidents.

peace, democracy and co~peration in the region. We attach importanc) to the

social. development of the region.

earliest possible moment can make a major contribution to the strengthening of

The establishment and functioning of the Central American parliament at the

impetus to the peace process. For their part, the European Community and its

for genuine democracy and respect for human rights in the region. Responsibility

member Sta tes wish to ,eaffirm that they remain conmitted to contr ibuting to the

development. I hope it will be possible this year also to have such unanimous

whole and should be implemen ted collectively, not selectively.

arrangements provided for in the Esquipu1as II agreemants represent an indivisible

violations of human rights, foreign intervention and social and economic misery.

support for that agreement.

conmunity for an outstanding example of political will and determination in the

best of their ability to the process set up in Esquipulas and to the economic and

rests wi th each country individually and wi th ~ll of them collectively. The

non-interference and non-recourse to intimidation or force, as well as to the need

adopted X'eso1ution 42/1 on Central Aml':!rica, expressing its "firmest support 11 for

That was a clear and important manifestation of support by the international

- --, ...- ..
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same goes for termination of aid for irregular forces.

regards comi1\1tments on not using foreign territory to attack other States. The

developnent has come to a virtual standstill. There has been a lack of progress as
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BCI'/nil

its signature, significant progress was made t.owards fulfilment of the conmitments

established, amnesty decrees were issued, states of emergency were lifted, measures

Bet forth in the Guatemala peace plan. Naticnal reccnciliatioo coltll\issions were

(Mr. Eliasson, SWeden)
The Guatemala agreement came as a signal of hope. During the first months aft.er

were taken to expand or strengthen political pluralism. ~grettably, that positive

However, the Gua temala procedure cootinues wi thout a doubt to be the bes t
foundation for peace and progress in the region. The Central American Governments
must therefore be allowed and encouraged to renew the momentum of their efforts to
overcome the obstacles facing them. What is more, the countr iea outside the region
wi th links to and interests in it must resolutely decide to facilitate that task
and refrain from any actions likely to undermine it. With its great influence, the
United States bears a special responsibility in this respect.

Peace requires law and order in international relations. Respect for
international law must be absolute and univf".rsal. All borders are sacred~ all
peoples have the rigbt to determine their (Mn future. All violations of the
principle of non-uin tervention are to be ccndel'llled •

. One of the dt iving forces behind the Qlatemala procedure was the general
awareness of the necessity for canprehensive economic recovery in Central America.
As has been pointed out time and again, the pl"incipal origin of the crises in
Central America is the glaring economic and social injustices in the region. The
roots of the problems are to be found in the social, economic and political
conditions. Those underlying causes must be tackled. In fact, there are few
conflicts where the interaction between peace and developnent is as evident as it
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The responsibility for the promotion of social and economic development lies

the region. The economic crisis is perpetuating the mjust social and economia

structures and is prolonging internal oonflicts.

is in the case of Central America. The SecretarY-General's report demonstrates

that eoonomic developnent has been adversely affected by the political turmoil in

(Hr. El iasson, SWeden)

A/43/PV.50
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Bcr/mh

of course IX imarily with the Central American Governments themselves. But the

industrialized countries have a duty and, I would say, an enlightened self-interest--
in peacefully and positively contr ibuting to the developnent of the region.
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countr iea to do the same.

Sweden, for its part, has for many years already provided humanitarian

them come true. Peace and developnent are inseparable.·

A/43/PV.50
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"We have Cen tral American roads to peace and development, but we need to make

Presidents appealed for respect a."ld help. Those leaders stated~

contributions to the developnent of Central America are not only a dlallenge to but

(Hr. Eliasson, Sweden)
In this respect the U'l1 ted Nations plan for economic assistance to Central

priorities of the region as a liihole. Q\ly two weeks ago the Nordic countries
reiterated that for their part they were ready to use the United Nations plan as a

ltl ile welcoming liiha t has so far been adlieved, we remain fully aware that a

to the develo~ment efforts in the region.

bilateral co-operatioo with Costa Rica has expanded rapidly. Nicaragua remains a

frame of reference for their assistance to the region. we encourage other donor

regional projects to a level of $22 million over the next three years. Olt of that

The International Conmission for Central American Recovery and Developnent is

major recipient country of Swedish developnent assistance.

hope that this independent multilateral Conraission will make valuable contr ibutions

also an obligation of the industrialized "odd. In Esquipulas the Central 1\merlcan

assistance to all the countries in the region. we are now making special f\Dlds

meeting this week in Washington. Based on Central American leadership, there is

America could be an important framework for concerted international action. We

available for the promotion of regional co-operation. We are increasing our

be respected. Since the social and eoonomic situation in the region is precarious,

great deal remains to be done. All the pr inciples of the QJatemala agreement must

SS million will be used to help eradicate malaria and for housing projects. Our

have noted wi th appreciatioo that the plan was formulated on the basis of extensive
dialogue with the countr ies of the region. It thus reflects the developnent

MT/jpm
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democr acy in Cen tral Amer ica •

countries and other countries for a renewal of the commitment to peace and

practical response to the appeal of the secretary-General to the Central American

A/43/PV.50
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(Mr. El iasson, Sweden)

~--------------...~.....•I'.-
In closing, I should like to stress again the urgent need for a positive and

MT/jpm

Mr. IDHENFELLNER (1Iustr ia): More than one year ago the world comnunity

witnessed the historic decision by the Presidents of Costa Rica, El Salvador,

Guatemals, Honduras and Nicaragua to sign the Esquipulas agreement in order to
bring about stable and lasting peace in Central America. Austria, having firmly
supported the pcooess of peace and reconciliation in Central hnerica for many

years, welcomed this peace plan with a feeling of satiSfaction and relief. '!bday
we feel obliged to eXIXess our concern. The peace IXocess seems to have lost
momentllR. Although progress has been achieved in some fields and a nunber of
measures implementing the agreement have been taken, we note to our deep regret an

increasing lack of interest and political will fully to comply with the provisions
of the Fsquipula13 agreement.

The main conditions for a stable and lasting peace in Central Amer iea are

still lacking, because of political confrootation and political instability.
Austr ia notes and deplores the increasing violations of human rights tak ing place
in El salvador and, to the same extent, the harsh repression of the opposition and
mass media reinstated by the Government in Nicaragua after some initial concessions

in the field of huma rights and denncratization.

Austr ia urges all Governments of the region to open, reopen or renew the

dialogue with all domestic political groups in their respective countries.
Efforts to establish a national dialogue and achieve national reconciliation must
be continued in order to lessen the tensions that still exist, the human suffering,
the profound social injustice and the economic misery in the region.

_ .._----_..•...__......--....------------~
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prosperous and better future. In this oonteKt the Government of AlIstr ia welcomes

agreement represents an indivisible whole and must be implemented as a whole.

(Mr. Hchenfellner, AlIstr ia)

A/43/PV.SO
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individually but with all of them collectively. Consequently, the Eequipulas

whatever pretext would ooly aggravate the situation. Q'l the other hand,
responsibility for peace and democracy rests not only with eaehoountry

Foreign intervention or external pressure from whichever side and under

the pranising idea of hol.ding el.ections to a Central American Parliament.

The peoples of Central America must be given the chance to determine their ownfutute. Only they can decide where their 'true interests lie. It is for them
exclusively to solve the1t' polit1oal problems in joining together ald building a

Respect fCl the law must prevail in this region over military and ideological
considerations, so that reason and the long-term interests of all the peoples of
the continent prevail over immediate tactical and military considerationsv . \.

No authentic democratic process can exist without political pluralism,
involving respect for human rights and individual freedoms, which never and in no
circumstances can be denied. Pluralistic democratic societies in Central America
will strengthen the political dialogue and national reconciliation. Speedy and
persistent implementation of the provisions of the Esquipulas agreement by all
countries coocerned will offer the best guarantees of lasting peace and security as
well as of respect for the sovereignty and territor ial integrity of all States in
Central America.

The Esquipulas process remains the best chance for peace in Central America,
ptcwiding as it does an authentic regional approach and recognizing all the facts
of unity and diversity that exist in Central America.

az....t_-c..-..-----.-r:Jl-'-------
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region.

commendable efforts in the process of seeking a firm and lasting peace in the

let me take t:his opportunity of expressing my country Os strong feelings of
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(Mc. Hohenfellner, Mstt ia)

------------
MT/jpm

In our view, the situation in Central America calls for the utmost restraint

solidarity and support for all parties in the region which undertake effective and

fran all sides. Cnly wi th the resolute will of all five Cen tral American countries

signatories to the agreement on the prOC-'"edure for the establishment of a firm and

lasting peace in Central Americ~ will it be possible to put an end to a conflict

that is being needlessly prolonged.
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(Kr. Hohenfe llner , AuGtr ia)
In this regard, the Austrian Government profoundly hopes that the convening of

a sunmit meeting of Central American Presidents, which it was envisaged would take
place in San salvador this mooth but which had to be delayed, will soon give an
opportunity for a new impulse to the peace process in order to bring about national
reconciliation, mtual understanding and a peaceful living together in freedan anddemocracy.

Kr. KAGl\MI (Japan); On behalf of my delegation, I should like first ofall to express my sincere appreciatioo to the secretary-General for his ongoing
efforts towards the peaceful settlement of the situation in Central America. We
have read his report with great interest and believe it will be of great use in ourdeliberations.

At about this time last year the General Assembly adopted without a vote
resolution 42/1, in which it expressed firm support for the Esquipulas 11
agreement, entitled "Procedure for the establishment of a firm and lasting peace in
Central 1lm.erica", or the so-called Guatemala procedure. In that agreement the
Central hnerican countries confirmed their intention to resolve their problems
through dialogue and negotiatioo.

Today, as we turn our attention once again to the item ifThe situation in
Central America", I must say that I have very mixed feelings of hope and coocern.
I feel hopeful because some progress has been made towards putting into practice
certain elementa of the Esquipulas II agreement, such as those coocerning
democratization, the conclusion of a cease-fire and national reconciliation. I am
also encouraged by the decisioo taken by the Central American Presidents at a
meeting last January in Alajuela, Costa Rica, to implement immediately the
provisions of the agreement which had not been fully canplied wi th wi thin the
agreed time-frame.

------------~
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have been some positive developneni:s, it seems that not only is the complete

recently been stagnating. As the Secretary-General stated in his report\

significant progress was made towards fulfilment of the corrmitments set forth

A/43/PV.50
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At the same time, however, I cannot but voice my coocarn; for, although there

(Hr. Kagami, Japan)

"there can be no doubt that in the months immediately following its signature,

implementation of the agreement a very lcng way off but also the peace process has

in the Guatemala Procedure." (A/43/729, para. 10)
However, as he also pointed out, there has beeI'. an apparent lack of similar

progress towards the fulfilment of other commitments, and recently the process has
suffered setbacks; thus the 5ecretary-General urged the Central American
Governments to renew the momentum of their efforts to overcome the obstacles to
implelnentation. I share the Secretary-General's assessment and sincerely hope that
the countries coocerned will redouble t!leir efforts to restore stability to the
region.

I make these Ob~ervations in full awareness of the complexities of ·the issues
i~·olved. As this year 's~very mixed record of progress, stagnation and setbacks
demonstrates, there is nO simple solution to the problem. But it would be a grave
error to allow these difflcul ties to overwhelm us and to SUCCUnD to a spirit of
defeatism. To do so would jeopardize the peace and security of the count! ies not
cnly throughout the tatin American and Caribbean regioo but ultimately of the
entire world.

Indeed, I believe it was the realization of the crucial nature of the issues
involved that ,1'IDtivat:ed the Presidents of the Central Amer· can countries to
conclude the Esquipulas 11 agreement and to endeavour to comply with its
provisions. Japan strongly hopes that those countries will renew their political
will and generate a new momentum in the peace process so that their peoples can

_.'-------------------
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(Hr. Kagami, Japan)

devote their energies to social and economic development in accordance wi th just
and democratic principles and free from outside intervention.

As is the case in any complex si tua tion, there are diverse views as to the
root cause of the difficulties in Central America and how best to resolve them.

There is no doubt, howevar, that tmderlying the Central American crisis are

economic and social difficulties which have traditionally characterized the

region. These difficulties are exacerbated by the current economic recessi~~.

l'Il!le there is no need to analyse the h is tor ieal background of the issues involved,

history clearly proves that it is not possible to attain political, economic and

social stability and development if there is no economic and social freedom and

justice~ al"\~ economic and social freedan and justice can be ensured only when
democratic pr inciples are str ictly observed. Simply put, peaoe, developnent and
de1'lOcracy are inseparable. Indeed, the secretary-General has remarked that there
are few international conflicts in whirln the interaction of peace and development

is as evident as it is in the Cen tral American conflict.

My Government is convinced that a firm and lasting settlement can be achieved

Q'lly if the countries coocerned agree to work together in a spirit of co-operation
and mutual trust. For this reason, Japan continues to support the peace initiative

of the Central American Governments which resulted in the EBqIJipulas II agreement.
We shall follow with keen interest the forthcoming sUl1lllit rne'1ting of the ?residents
of Central American ~untries in the hope that they will achieve a breakthrou9h on
the problem.

At the same time, Japan has expressed on a number of occasions its readiness

to co-operate with the countries of Central America to the best of its ability to
con tr !bute to the am ievement of peaoe and developnen t in the region. It is also
ready to co-operate in the rehabilitation of the region alce true peace, based on
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Amer iea, is ach ieved. The former Foreign Min is ter of Japan, Mr. Kur anari,

September of las t year, immedia tel y ~fter the sign ing of the Esquipulas II

demcratio prinoiples and supported by the will of all the peoples of Central
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(Mr. Kagami, Japan)

elaborated this position in his speech in Guatemala tmen he visited the region in

agreement. I also explained Japan's position in some detail at the resumed

forty-second session of the G!neral Assembly, which was convened last May to

consider a speoial plan of economic co-operation for Central America.

Today, therefore, I should like simply to note that Japan's efforts in this

rege.rd include human resource development assistance, under which Japan sends
experts to Central ,wer ica and receives trainees in various fields from countr ies
in the region, and also co-operation wi th regard to refugees and displaced

persons. Moreover, Central American countries are included in et programne which

Japan has established to recycle financial resources of $20 bilUm to developing
couna ies over the three-year per ied from 1987 through 1989.

-_....----~---- .......---
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the situation will be settled as soon as possible.

As other delegations have noted, recent developments have created an

cannot be overestimated. My delegation sincerely hopes that this positive trend

(Hr. Kagami, Japan)
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various parts of the world. I am referring, of course, to the agreements on the

withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan, the cease-fire between Iran and Iraq,

will extend to efforts to resolve the question of Central America as well, and that

atmosphere that is conducive to the peaoeful resolution of regional conflicts in

and the ongoing efforts to find solutions to the questions of Namibian independence
and the western sahara. The role of the United Nations in solving these problems

Hr. MUDEN<2 (Zimbabwe); Speaking on behalf of the non-aligned countr ies,
let me at the outset commend the Secretary-General for the canprehensive report

before the Assembly in document A/43/729. We believe that the report contains some

very valuable suggestions for the enhancement of peace, progress and justice in
Cen tr al Amer. ica.

On 7 August 1987 the Presidents of Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica

•

and El salvador, meeting in Esquipulas, signed an agreement, entitled "Procedure
fOt the establishment of a firm and 1as ..1ng peace in Central America". That

agreement was a major landmark on the road to peace in that troubled part of the

world. It represented the fruition of many years of effort by the Contaoo!'C! and

SUpport Groups to achieve peace and stability in the area. Esquipulas II was an
eloquent statement of colllllitment on the part of the Central American countries to

put an end to years of external aggression, interference and intervention in their
internal affairs and to work together for justice, socio-economic developnent and
peace in the region. To the extent that foreign interventiat has so far been
prevented, this process, in spite of its shortoomings, has been a success. It was

therefore only logical and proper that the forty-second session of the General

IS
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ca'ltinue their efforts.

Just over a year has passed since the coming into effect of the G.1atemala

firmest support to the agreement and called on the Central American countr ies to

(Mr. Mudenga, Zimbabwe)
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peace accords. we In the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries are gratified to note
that modest but encouraging steps have already been taken by the Central American

Assenbly, meeting in the aftermath of the signing of the peace accords, gave the

JSM/mh

countries in fulfilment of their commitments under the accord. We note that theprocess of dialogue which began last year in the signatory States continues, ~lbe.it
intermittentlYG Some important instruments envisaged under the EsquipulCls Il
agreements are already in place. Aa the 8ecretary-General notes in his report;

"••• National Recoociliation Conunissions were established in each country,
albeit with varying degrees of representativeness and varying functions,
amnesty decrees were issued ••• relatively firm measures were taken to expand
and strengthen political pluralism~ and specific action was taken to arrange a
cessation of hostili ties in countries where hostili ties were taking place. 11

(A/43/729, para. 10)

We know that much still remains to be done. Support for irregulars continues
and bases are still being made available for use by these forces. These are
disturbing and serious setbacks, and there are others which we could mention, but
we would be mistaken if we were to lose faith in this process which had powerful
forces ranged against it. That it has survived to this stage is in itself cause
for no small satisfactioo.

Only recently the five Central American States took yet another historic step
Q'l the road to Peace and co-operation by signing the treaty establishing the
Central Merican parliament. Already four of the five legislative bodies in the
subregiCll have ratified the treaty. This is a positive development that augurs
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Peace in Central Amer ica will remain threatened unless valiant efforts are

made to resolve the fundamental causes of the crisis in the subregion. The

note that t.~e secretary-General and some States MenDers of the Organization have

(Hr. Mudenge, Zimbabwe)
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already gone some way towards creating the necessary confidence and trust among the

MJvement of Non-Aligned Countries has always maintained that the root cause of the

process.

already indicated their readiness to assist in whatever manner possible in this

Comnission by the five Central Amer ican Presidents in January this year to verify,

should be encouraged. we in the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries urge the leaders

the verification mecha'lisms, in co-operation with regional and extraregional States

before the countries of the subregion oompleme.,t this effort by putting in place

countries of the subregion. It is our sincere hope that it will not be too long

monitor and follow up all the commitments set forth in the Guatemala Procedure, has

prevailing in the sUbregion. We happily note that the setting up of an Executive

of Central America to continue to build 'OIl the broad consensus for peace currently

reflection of their will to comply with the Q1atemala accord, are conmenc:!able and

divisions of the past, that often times invited external interference, and to unite

These efforts by the Governments of Central America, which are no doubt a

and co-operate in the promotion of democracy, socio-economic development and peace.

developing world in general and the subregion in particular have exacerbated the
situation, putting the curre:h. peace initiatives in jeopardy. As if this was not

well for the future of Central America. The treaty represents a clear

manifestation of the resolve of the people of Central America to avoid the

social structures. The pl'oblems of external indebtedness currently affecting the

conflicts in that part of the world lies in the prevailing unjust economic and

or bodies of recognized impartiality and technical oompetence. We art.' gratified to
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assistance of Central American oountries in these circumstances cannot be

overemP'i as ized.

recently struck the area causing extensive destruction to property and losa of

(Hr. Mudenge, Zimbab~)
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burden enough for these economi~ally fragile states, a devastating hurricane

lives. The urgency of the need for the international community to come to ~e

In supporting the Esquipulas II agreements last year, the General Assembly, in
recognition of the special relationship between development Md peace in Central
A.1llerica, called on the international colll1lunity to increase economic assistance to

the subregion. B:i its resolution 42/231, the General Assenbly endor.1ed a special
plan of co-operation for Central Amer ica prepared by the 8ecretary-General. We

commend the secretary-General for the valiant efforts he has made thus far in
fulfilment of the provisions of the plan and we appeal to the international

community and international organizations to increase their technical and economic
assistan~ to that subregion. 1\'

1\' The President returned to the Chair.
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Contadora and SUpport Groups, the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the

subregion. It behoves the international oolMlunity to give the broadest possible

have played and are playing in the search f01: a negotiated solution to the Central

(Mr. Mudenge, Zimbabwe)
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American crisis. They must cootinue their efforts and can alwaYR count on the

secretary-General of the Organization of Americall States for "':he pivotal roles they

The people of Central America have chosen to give peace a chance in their

J'JM/17

support to the Governments of Central America in their noble cause. We commend the

support of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countr ies.
In conclusion I would like, on behalf of the Movement of Non-Aligned

Countries, to lend our full support to the draft resolution before the Assembly.
This is a draft resolution in favour of peace, justice and progress. It is a blowagainst intervention, interference, inequity and injustice. We appeal to all
people of goodwill to support it.

Mr. VILLAR (Spain) (interpretation from Spanish)\ During the past year
the international community has gone a long way towards resolving some of the most
difficult regional oonflicts. The political will of the protagonists, the more
relaxed atmosphere of international relations and the renewed momentum of our
Organization to a great extent explain this heartening trend. lbne the less this
positive evolution has not occurred everywhere. The crisis in Central America,which we are now discussing, is one of the most striking exceptions.

My delegation canpletely supports the statement made a few minutes ago on this
subject by the Permanent Representative of Greece on behalf of the 12 member States
of the European Community, but we wish to add a few comments on Spain's behalf.

The dynamics of the peace process outlined in the Esquipulas II agreement are
unfortunately in a state of stagnation. In spite of efforts made in different
fields by the countries of the region to develop the coll11litments undertaken in that
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of affairs continues.

generated by the violence and the depth of the economic er is is foa ..ered by the

An objective analysis of the situation reveals the oomplexi ty of the problem

(Mr. Villar, Spain)
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conflict, peace has not yet come. We must therefore ask ourselves why this state

agreement, peace today seems no closer. In spite of the magnitude of the suffering

and the depth of its causes. As the Secretary-General points out in his report on

the situation in Central America,

"the root of the Central Anter ican er is is is to be found in the unjus t economic
and social structures which have tradi tionally character ized the region,

exacerbated by the current economic recession." (10/43/729, Dara. 15)

D9nDcracy, jus tice and development are the great challenges confr 00 ting the

region. None of these major goals alone will ensure stable peace in een tr al

America, which is dependent upoo canprehensive, structural solutions to problems of
this nature.

These solutions must necessarily come from the countr iea of the region

themselves and they must be able to count en countries which are outside the region
but have links with it to oon tr ibute to the atta inmen t of peace and respect for

their commitments.. No agreement imposed fran outside can replace or prevail OI7er

the will and action of the peoples of Central America. This is why today more

firmly than ever Spain reiterates its convictiat that the path undertaken through

the signing of the Guatemala Procedure by the five Central Amer iean Presidents is
the right one.

The fulfilment of the conmitments undertaken at that time is, none the less,
encountering obstacles. tt1ile in some cases the reason for non-canpliance may be
the lack of real p:)litical will, we sometimes detect a certain powerlessness,

caused by the canplexity of the different situations, to fulfil those conanitments.
But in our view the main obstacle to Esquipulas II is the persistent climate of
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countries of the region and at the same time the adoption of a series of measures

all of them. It is a fact, as pointed out in paragraIils 10 and 11 of the report of
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(Hr. Villar, Spa in)

distrust prevaUing in the region. Esquipulas 11 is an l!!:'oi tious project that
contemplates the establishment of conditions of securitif acceptable to the five

the secretary-General (A/43/729) that the fulfilment of the conmitments in

different areas has been uneven and especially discouraging as regards security, in
particular the non-use of territory to attack other States and the termination of
aid for irregular forces or insurrectionist movements. Furthermore, a1 though a
number of steps have been taken by various parties as re~ards the process of

natiCl\al reconciliation and dellDcratization, the inadequacies, and sometimes even
the setbacks, are clear. This picture, for which the lack of trust in each other's

intentions is to a great extent responsible, only helps further to erode the
necessary climate of trust.

In few areas is this clearer than in the area of verification. The work of
the International Verification and Follow-up Commission established by the

Guatemala Procedure did not culminate in machinery acceptable to all. Last January

the Central American Presidents decided at their Alajuela meeting to transfer the
verification functions regarding all the Esquipulas colllltitments to the Elcecutive

Commission. The latter agreed at its meeting of 7 April in Guatemala that it would
request, through the Secretary-General of the United Nations, the co-operation of
an auxiliary technical group to establish machinery for verification, cCl\trol and
follow-up. The Central American Ministers proposed at that time that the group be
composed of staff from Canada, Spain and the Federal Republic of Germany.

My country, which has on many occasions expressed its wish to co-operate in

the peace process in Central America, welcomed this agreement and reiterated to the
five Ct-nual Ftneric:an countries its willingness to co-opei:'ate, as long as this was
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Al though these differences are not minor, we are convinced that there is an

meeting of Heads of state yet taken place.

(Mr. Villar, Spain)

requested by all of them. None the less, the agreement of the five Ministers has
no~ been formalized. The persistence of important differences among the countr ies
in conflict has almost halted the process since then. The Executive Conrnissioo has
not met again since its meeting at Tegucigalpa in June~ nor has the planned sumit
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important point of agreement among the five Central American states~ awareness
that the breach created by inaction in the peace pcot:ess is in itself dangerous for
everyone and that therefore it is urgent to give a fresh impetus to the political
dialogue that will make it possible to continue on the course charted by Esquipulas.

It is to that awareness that we attribute the various in! tiatives recently put
forward in this forum. Spain is following them all attentively and with respect,

to the extent that they are the reflection of a genuine desire to find a solution

to serious problems that affect those countries.

Our desire to contribute constructively to the establishment of effective
verification machinery falls within a well-defined framework: it must be based on
a realistic approach to what can be done and Q'l the collective will of the five
Governments of the region. Just as we expressed our positive reaction to the

establishment of an auxiliary technical group as proposed in Guatemala - as I have
already said - so we will continue to show OUI: openness to any initiative that has
the agreement of th~ Group of Five and that can effectively serve the cause of
peace in Cen tr al Amer ica •
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countries of the region desire peace. We are not unaware of the difficulties and

the plan to create a Central .American parliament, which we hope can be established

uncertainties, which are many and varied, in each case\ the presence of irregular
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Presidents that will invigorate the process. We believe that the process must no

(Hr. V:!.llar, Spa in)
In that same spirit we support the desire fer integraticn that is reflected in

There is no really insurmountable obstacle if, as we firmly believe, all the

PKB/m

very soon, and we encourage the efforts that are being made to convene a summit of

longer bide its time, as it has in recent months, and that it is urgent to end thispause in the implementation of the conmitments contained in the Q1atemala Procedure.

forces~ an active, armed insurgency~ a disturbing growth in the numer of refugees~
a difficult internal political dialoguei destabilizing actions from outside) the
fragility and sometimes deterioration of respect for human n~ts; obstacles to the
broadening and deepening of political pluralia and of del1Dcratic institutionsJ
resistance to the strengthening of civil authority~ and an eexmomic crisis which in

•

sane cases is of an extremely serious magni tude.
We believe, however, that it is possible to ac::bieve agreements with the

irregular forces throuc#l dialog'-ie and negotiation in coW'ltries where this problem
exists.. It is possible to help to make unilateral truces final through reasOl'iable
agreements. It is possible to prollOte national dialogue wi th the various internal
forces of opposition and, in that context, to revive the work of the various
National Beconciliation Commissions so that they can effectiVely contribute to
internal dialogue.

In its efforts to overoome these difficulties and to resume serious dialogue
both at the domestic: level and with regard to the conflicts that separate some
States from others, Central America knows that today it can rely on the
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solidarity of the internatiooal community and the practical support of those most
directly concerned. In this respect the Contadora and SUpport Groups have played
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forward. We must also stress the political and eoonomic dialogue with the ~onomic

Community and its 12 mel\i)er states. Spain trusts that the Community-Central

American meeting to be held in February next year in San Pedro SUla i1 Honduras,

which will cootinue the series of meetings begun five years ago in San JQSe, will

deepen the very positive dialogue of the last meeting in Hamburg last February.

I indicated at the begiMing of my statement that the three great challenges
to Central 1nerica are democracy, justice and developnent. The eoonomic crisis new
experienced by Central America, of particularly tragic proportions in some of the
States of the region, has deepened as a result of the regional conflict which it,

in turn, exacerbates. The political agreements that must be reached wi thout delay

by the Central American countries must serve to begin an eoonomic reconstruction

that will give stability to the secio-political development: of its peoples. \flen I

spoke at the resumed forty-second session of the General Assembly, which dealt with
the problems of economic assistance to Central America, I said:

-The crisis being experienced in Central America today is tx> a considerable

extent a reflectiml of the failure of a 1IDdel of growth wi thout au then tic
developnent, a model of grewth practically devoid of social pcogress u

incapable of adequately underpinning open, pluralistic and stable political

institut.ions and a social fabric that could fully guarantee justice for all on

a caltinuing path towards the drutic reduction of enornous inequalities.-

(A/42/PV.112, .p. 31)

Peace in Central Imerica must lead to economic recovery which will make possible
social progress and justice in a denocratic and pluralistic society in which all
citizens participate in the conmon cause of national betterment.

. ','

: . '. ..' I . '. . - : .
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co-operation with Central Al'Ier iea, at the bilateral and regional levels, at the

Secretary-General has, in the context I have just descr ibed, the firm support of
Spain. It is our intentiw to continue to increase our technical and economic
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grants. In this respect we trust that the agreement signed recently between theSpanish Government and the Inter-Amer ':'can oevelopnent Bank for Spain's granting of

shall also continue to strengthen our financial assistance through concessional

a loan of $500 milliw will also have a positive effect in Central America.

(Hr. Villar, Spain)
The special plan of co"<lperation for Central Ameriea proposed by the

same time as we channel our assistance through the European Economic Community. We

. "

I should like to conclude my statement on a note of hope. My delegation is
convinced that the spirit of Eaquipulas remains alive, that there is no better
alternative on the path towards peace and that with resolve and with the
encouragement of the internatiooal community the five Central American countries
will be able, togedler, to give new impetus to the process. For that purpose they
can be assured of Spain's support.

The PRmmENT (interpretation from Spanish); The Assembly will now take
a decision on draft resolution A/4 3/t. 26. Before doing so, I should like to informthe Assembly that, should the General l.ssembly adopt this draft resolution, the
Secretary-General does not, at this point, anticipate any programme budget
il!pl ications. Should unforeseen requirements ar ise in connection with the
implementation of the resolution during 1989, the secretary-General would have
recourse to the prOYisions of t~'-teral Assembly resolution 42/227 on unforeseen and
extraordinary expenses for the bienni"" 1988-1989 relating to tha maintenance of
peace and securitl and would rep)rt thereon to the fo~ty-fourth session of the
General Assembly in the usual manner.

---_...-_.....----~-------~
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the aooption of the resolution.

(The President)
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Draft resolution A/OIL. 26 was adopted (resolution 43/24).

The IRESmENT (interpretation from Spanish): I call 00 the

May I take it that the General Assembly wishes to adopt draft resolution

representative of the United States of Amer iea for an explanation of position after

Miss BYRNE (united States of America): In the long and valiant efforts

of Central Americans to overcome a legacy of poIrerty and repression, one light

shines clearly - the burning desire of the overwhelming majority to forge

denncratic governments wi th guarantees for their rights intact - demcratic

governments that will ensure that the rights of freedom of speech, assembly, and

unrepressed participation in the poU tical, economic and social! ives of their
countr ies will be avaUable to all their ci thene. For most of the people of

Central America this long-held desire for dellOeratic government has become a

reality. For some, however, the quest for democracy continues. The United States

shares the commitment to this quest.

that are not adsquately reflected in it. We::all recall the hope that existed in

and that one Central American oounuy has not lived up to its oonrdanents made

&.. ':. I '. '. -. • ....;

under Esquipulas I I.

Although the united States joined with other members of this body in adopting

this body me year ago when we saw in Esquipulas II a mechanism to move towards the
pI uralis tic demoer acy Cen tr a1 Amer ieans sought. lbw, despi te the language of the

the resolution by consensus, we find some troubling developments in Central America

resolution, we all know that the promise of Esquipulas 11 is not yet fully realized

-
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Another troubling element of this resolution is the call for internClltional

In Esquipulas II Nicaragua promised a free press, freedcm of asseJl'bly and free

(Miss Byrne, United States)
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Nicaraguan free ~ess is in danger of extinction, and political opposition leaders

announced that long-overdue elections proposed for March 1989 will not occur. The

languish in gaol.

economic co-operation despite the absence of any progress by Nicaragua to grant the
freedoms that are basic to building a healthy economy. It is the responsibility of

elections. It has delivered 00 none of these promises. Indeed, Nicaragua has just

AE/mtm

the internatiooal community to encourage respect for human rights and denocracy by
all ooun tr les of the region. Increased economic co-operation should duly benefi t

ooly those nations of Central 1lmerica which are working towards these goals,
towards reconciliation and greater freedom for their people, and towards peace with

their neighbours.

In sWl.l11ary, the United States urges the international conmunity to adopt a
realistic and honest appraisal of the disastrous effects of Nicaraguan

mismanagement and repression upon the search for peace and democracy in Central
America.

The PRESIDmT (interpretation from Spanish) \ I call on the

representative of Nicaragua, who wishes to speak in exercise of the right of reply.
May I remind members that, in accordance with General Assembly decision

34/401, statements in exercise of the right of reply are limited to 10 minutes for
the first intervention and to five minutes for the seoond and should be made by

delegations from their seats.

Mr. SmRANO CALDERA (i'o.1 .:aragua) (interpretation from Spanish) \ In the

debate this'afternoal on the item on Central America, which has taken up this
afternoon, some fundamental positions have been made clear which embody the spir it

.'. H. • • • :. • :'. • ~.
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needs from those who have repeatedly taken this attitude in our area respect for
our desire for peace and our efforts to achieve it. There has also been

has just aoopted the draft resolution on Central America. The! general lines,
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inteforenoe from outside are negative for peace, that the Central American region

stated briefly but not, therefore, less clearly, are that intervention and

AE/mtm

(Hr. 5errano C&ldera,
Nicaragua)

of the in terna tional communi ty and the spirt t that preva!le in th is Assen'bly, whi ch

recognition of the efforts of the Central American countries to arrive at consensusand to snbmit jointly a draft resolution based on our joint positions. This
reflects the fact that despite our differences and difficulties what unites us is
stronger than what separates us and that in spite of everything there are points of
agreement between us that should be em~asized in our quest for peace.

Emphasis has also been put on the supremely important role of the regional
mechanisms and other machinery set up in the area in the search for peace ,and in
this respect there has been recognition and appreciation of the efforts made by the
Cootadoca and support groups and of the EQIuipulas Agreements, emphasizing in
particular the will of the Central American Presidents themselves to build
instruments and find the path that will bring us to peace.

The need for economic assistance for the countries of the area has been
emphasized also by recognizing that the outstanding causes of the conflicts in
Central 1Imerica are structural, economic and social factors, that the roots of the
conflict were determined by unjust structures that are, as it were, the origin, thegenerator of the Cen tr al 1Imer iean er is is.

Given this situation, what has been the preponderant atti tude in the General
Asseni>ly? The conciliatory spirit of our own group, the Central lWedcan, and of
the Contadora and support groups contrasts violently with the attitude of the
delegatiClf. of the United States of America, which actually represents a rupture

_ •....-------------
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our conflicts.

spirit, our openness to dialogue and our quest for civilized mechanisms to solve

the fact that problems as tragic as those of Central America are dealt with

repeatedly in this obsessive way. For our pal:'t, we reaffirm our constructive
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(Mr. Serrano Caldera,
Nicaragua)

wi th the spirit of this debate in the political and eCalomic fields. We deplore

We request - and we said this in our statement - that the United States .. which

has a major responsibility for this crisis, leave us in peace and allow us to find
our own alternatives to solve the conflict. It has been proved that when we talk
to each other there are cCXlcrete possibilities for an understanding. In this
respect we reiterat.e our positive attitude, reaffirm our constructive will and

recall the message that we conveyed in our statement in this forum addressed to the

new United states Administration, which we hope will understand the prevailing

spirit among Central Americans who are seeking peace on the basis of respect,

dignity, sovereignty and self-determination for our peoples.

The. FRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): We have nCX11 concluded our
consideration of agenda item 22.

AGENDA ITEM 29

gJESTmN OF NIiMIBIA

(a) REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIDNS OOWCIL FOR NAMlBIA (A/43/24)

(b) RER>RT OF THE S!ECIAL a:J.JMITTEE ON THE SI'!UATIDN WITH REGARD '10 THE
IMPL9Ul.TATlON OF TIE DECLARATIDN ON THE QtANTING OF INDEmND~CE TO OOIDNIALOOUN'lRIES AND PmPLES (A/43/23 (PART V), A/AC.109/960)

(c) RER>RT OF TIE SEQtETARY-QilNERAL (A/43/724)

(d) RElURT OF THE FOURI'H a:ltMlTTEE (A/43/700)

(e) DRAFT RmOWTlDNS (A/43/24 (PART II), CHAPrER I)
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Hr. AL-KMARI (Qatar) (interpretation from Arabic); Today the

international community is witnessing a momentous event; the proclamation of the
Palestinian State. This significant developnent is the culmination of a long

struggle ar.,d unstinting sacrifice. It gives effect to the principles of

international legality embodied in the prOV'isions of the United Nations Charter and

its resolutions, which reject foreign occupation and uPlold the rights of PeOples
to self-determination. Those are the same lofty goals for wich the people of
Namibia is struggling.

Since the United !~ati.ons proclaimed the termination of the Mandate of South

Africa over Namibia and the direct responsibility of the United Nations for that

Territory in accordance with its resolution 2145 (XXI), adopted at its twenty-first

sessiQ'l in 1966, the natiQ'lal liberatiQ'l movement, namely the SOuth west Africa
People's Organization (SWAB», has waged an unrelenting struggle to achieve

independence. The Council for Namibia also has made constant efforts in defence of

the legitimate rights and interests of the Territory. After more than 20 years of

Valiant struggle, the Namibian people has proved its resolute will to gain
independence despite the repressive measures imposed by South Africa. The

Territory is Q'l the threshold of the final phase of that unrelenting struggle.

Throughout that long period, the internatilJnal colllllunity has directly stood by

the Namibian people. It has supported its struggle and strengthened its efforts to
achieve its ultimate goal~ In 1976, the security Council adopted resolution

385 (1976), in which it requested SOuth Africa to withdraw its illegal

administration from the Territory, transfer power to the people of Namibia, and

hold free elections under the supervision and control of the United Nations
throughout Namibia as a single political entity.

That was ~ol1owed by a nume!" of historic dll!velopments, foreroost of which was

the adoption of a draft plan for the peaceful settlement of the question of Namibia,
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(Mr. Al-Kawar i, Qatar)

'lhich both SWAPO Md South A~dca aocepted in principle. It provided for free
elections to be held under the supervision of the United Nations. In that

conneotion, we wish to pay a tribute to Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, the

Secretary-General of the United Nations, who has made constant efforts to achieve
independence for the Terri tory. 'It

Regrettably, however, the South Afr ican regime has constantly endeavoured to.

prevent the implementation of the United Nations plan by linking it to extraneous
iSLOOs. The Security Council rejected such linkage, considering that the

independence of Namibia should not be a hostage to matters unrelated to the (hitec
Nations plan for the independence of the 'lerritory. It seems that the S/::lIuth

African regime failed to grasp the significance of all those develo~:,~~uut:s. It
tr ied to oppose them by all means, inclUding the establishment of a provisional

Government in violation of the prO'lisions of the settlement plan formulated by the
United Nations'. The international col1ll\unity rejected that attempt, and the

Sltcudty Counci:i.. considered it a blatant insult and a glaring violation of its

previous resolutions. It there£o~e declared the measure null and void and

requested South Africa to rescind it.

Meanwhile the Pretoria regime continued its hostility to the resis~:ance

movements, perpetrating acts of ruthless violence and political oppression, racism
and .!e!!.theid, flouting the Charter of the United Nations, human rights and the

resolutions of the General Assembly and the Securi ty Coun~il. Ai thoogh recent

devfJlopll9nts suggest light at the end of the tunnel and the possibility of

agreellent between the negotiating partiE!s at the wi thdrawal of South African forces

·Mr. Al.-Shakar (Bahrain), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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(Mr. Al-Kawari, Qatar)
from Namibia, the Pretoria regime is still insisting on impossible terms to pl:eventthe oonclusion of the desired agreement.

South Afr ica 's arbitrary and colonialist practices in Namibia have led to the
deprivation of its people of their political rigllts, their fundamental human rights
and their right to contribute to economic activity. The deprivation of all those
rights has impoverished the people and weakened their ability to tackle the
proolems they are oonfronting and those they will be oonfronting after indepsndence.

In 1974 the Council for Namibia adopted Decree No. 1, pursuant to its
responsibility for protecting the natural resources 0;: the Namibisn people. The
Decree dealt wi th the protection of i:he natural resources of Namibia in accordance
with General Assembly resolution 1720 (XVI) which proclaims the right of peoples
and nations to permanent sovereignty over their dc:hes and natural resources, after
it became clear that the Government of SOuth Africa had usurped those rights.

The State of Qatar pays tr ibl.i te to the people of Namib ia in its struggle for
independence under the leadership of SWAlO, which has spared no effort to ac:hiC!ve
fr~d<Xl\ and independence. we look forward to the day when the Namib ian people willachieve self-determination and independencea

Mr. ESZTERGALn6 (Hungary}: in the wake of improvements in the
international situation we have witnessed promising progress and favourable
developments in the quest for settlement of several acute regional hotbeds of
er isis. It may be stated that "dui:ing the past year the prospects for Namibia's
accessicn to independence have imprOl1ed and the Namibian people has moved closer to
the poasibility of actually exercising its genlJine right to self-determination.

Since the termination of South Africa's Mandate oyer Namibia, the world
Organization has been unable to enforce its will and give effect to the relevant
resolutions of the General. l\8semly and the SC!curity Council. During the past

. years the Mtlmber States have become clearly aware of the causes of that incapacity
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The region is giving added proof that its inherent antagonisms are bound to

the situation in that regioo, pranpting the parties directly inv,-lved to seek a
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(Mr. Esz tergalyos, Hungary)

for aetion as well as the interests at work that have allowed the dilatory tactics

interests have not ceased to exist over the past period, but have been put into a
new persp..'ctive by the world set-up and, first and foremost, by the developnent of

EH/ert

of the South Afr ican legime to meet with success. It is obv ious that those

surface sooner or later~ that they cannot be removed or suppressed by the use Gf
force. Those antagonisms and the tension in the southern part of Africa are

multifaceted and interrelated, all of them rooted in the essence of the apartheid
system. In his report on the work of the Organization the Secretary-General of the
lbited Nations refers to a three-dimensional confliet\ the question of Namibia,
the acts of destabili~ation against neighbouring States of SoUt·l Africa and the

sye tflm of afar theid in South Africa itself.
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It is a weloome fact that, in the absence of the imposition of comprehensive

pressure can be effective and successful only if it is cauprehensive and mandatory 0

national as well as collective, although we continue to believe that international

and mandatory sanctions, a growing number of countries have adopted measures,

regime ~s awareness that there is an increasing need to intro&1oe fundamental mange.

"Developnents in, or relating to, the continuance of a situation of racial

fact remains, howwer, that the root cauae of the cmflict in southern Africa is

resolving the conflict in Angola and achieving the independence of Namibia. The

Therefore we are of the view that as long as the regime defies the world's

discrimination, whim is so repugnant to the spirit of our age, lend further
force to the repeated - and hitherto unheeded - urgings of the international

today, according to the latest news reports, give reasm for cautious hope of

the maintenance of apartheid, and as lmg as this system is in effect, regional

community that apartheid be dismantled." (AI"3/1, p. 5)
Recent negotiations on the southern African region and the agreement achieved

inevitable, total eradication of apartheid, it is of vital importance that the
cotmlunity of nations should exert pressure on the regime.

peace will be threatened constantly. lttile there are promising signs of an
impc:OI1ement in the political climate in and around the region, the international
community is witnessing the fact that apartheid - racial discrimination - which has
been the root cause of the regional oonflict, remains virtually intact.

The sanctions already imposed have si(Jtificantly cmtributed to the common
efforts of the international co1llllunity 8l.,a have had Cl catalytic effect on the

(Hr. EBztergalyos, Hungary)
My delegation fully shares the view expressed in the report that:

demands, postpones introducing fundamental changes and tr ies to evade the
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froot-line States, besideG exercising econanic pressure 00 them, thereby

(ME'. Esztergalyos, Hungary)
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those States to develop and to establish I\'Utually beneficial relations al the basis

The regime finds it of vital importance to maintain its influence and daninant

destabilizing the situation in the entire region and prejudicing the chances of

of equality.

Although II'Y colleagues have already spoken of the different aspects of '"'lis

canp!ex question in the course of the debate, let me share some of our further

thoughts on the situation in Namibia. Tbe Territory has been oClCupied and kept in

colonial baldage. It has been denied the right to dispose of its rich natural
.'

resources and its aspirationa for national liberation have been suppressed by

force. This has been dale without consulting, and against the will of, the vast

majority of the Namibian people. The PJuth African regime, however, has been'

mable to suppress the liberation s tru9gle led by the SOU th west Africa People's

Organization, the sole, authentic representative of the Namibian people, which

enjoys international recognition.

A settlement plan exists" it is internationally recogniZed, and the world

commmity has to act to ensure its implerr.,entaticn. The developments of the past

ten years, the PE'esent international situation, and the changes in the region have

narrC»led the apartheid system's scope for manoeuvring, and this has created a more

realisti'f:: possibility for the implementation of resolution 435 (1987) of the

security Council. FOt' its part, the thlted Nstions has made the necessary

preparations for the implementation of the plan, whic:h I1PJ Government notes with

high appreciatia1. We hope that the new efforts and posl:5ibilities will open fresh

perspectives ~r the common political endeavour and will serve as an encouraging

example to follow in elimina ting other regiooal hotbeds of the wccld.
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this spirit that, from this rostrum, Mada9~car reaffirms its unreserved support
for the just struggle for national liberation w.llged by the Nemibian people, under
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Mrs. MKO'lONDR1tMBOA (Madagascar) (inarpretation from French) \ The date

MLG/MO

the thited Nations of their collective responsibility towards Namibia. It is in

of 29 septeliOer 1988 was the tenth anniversary of security Council resolution
435 (1918), ~n anniversary which the international CDJllnunity had hoped not to haveto celebra te any longer.

Alas, Namibia is not yet relENlsed from its <::hains. The positive side of this

the ';)uidance of its authentic and legitimate representative, the South West AfricaPeople's Organization (SWAR».

During these ls " months, my delegation has followed with interebt the efforts
of multilateral diplomacy to arrive at a cease-fire in southern Africa and the
application of the plan prOl7ided for under resolution 435 (1978). We have shared
the hopes of the Namibian people to accede at last to independence. We have also
shared their doubts regarding the sincerity of SOuth Africa. The change in the
date fran 1 NOI7ellber to - probably - l January in the timetable for the
implementation of the resolution seems, regrettably, to confirm those doubts, the
more so since the anbiguous attitude of Pretoria leads us to be cautious in our
optimism. Indeed, even while the talks were continuing and while it was claUled
that the dialogue had not been interrupted, while SWAPO declared unilaterally that
it had halted military operations, Pieter Botha's government was tightening its
hold over Namibia. There ar.e reports of increased military activity, of the aerial
transport of weapons, it would appear, from Win~oek to the north of the country.

There is talk also of 50,000 men which South Africa has massed at the Angola
frontier. But it is the situation within Namibia itself that denies the sudden
apparent good will of Pretoria. No oppositicn is tolerated in the Territory.
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(Mra. r.kotcndruboa, Mada9!scar)
Through cruel and r~preuive laws pro.ulgated in dafi_CI of General Asse1llbly and'
Security Council resolutions the racist SOuth African minority continues to impoB~

_artisl law, aintaina security zmes, ~ohibits boycotts and demnstrations and
auzzles the press. Thd8e laws, which the General Aasellbly in parqfaph 2S of its

resolution .'114 A declared to bet null and void, are being used by the Sou th

African occupation fOrQ98, flmked by their trcope and death equade, as

justification for ...s arresta, cold-blooded _urdere, deportationa, torture,
detention without t~l&l, and the disappearance of civilians. Students and trade
unions are persecuted, the _di& are muzzled« lien between 17 Md 55 years of age
are being forcibly conscr ipted to confront their bl'othera in order to undermine the

credibility of SWAR>, or are trained for tribal cc::nflict. SOuth Africa 'a
aereanaries are increasing. This is deSpotiSIII in all ... ;;8 horrcx. Thousands of

W_ibians have no choice but to seek refuge in neighbouring Stat.as, thus giving
Pretoria a cynical pretext for pursuit, transforalng Namibia into a springboard for
alllbuehing, COIIJIlitting a99ressica and terrorizing the populations of neighbouring
States ..

(._,.,
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south Africa mintains its illegal occupation of Namibia in violation of
General Assembly resolution 2145 (XXI), of 27 OCtober 1966. Greed is at the root

ltM/ed
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of this illegal occupatial. Because of the vast mining, agricultural and merine
resources of the Territory, SOuth Afr ica, in order to preserve its advantages and

these of other fcxeign economic interests "flbidi, by their co'"Operation, give it
support and comfort, impedes Namibia's accession to independence. South Africa's

grip on the natural resources of Namibia enables it, in association wi th foreign
companies, to make large profits. It is indeed plunder to which South Africa and
certain Western and other econanic interest-s resort, in violation of relevant
General Assembly and security Council resolutions, Decree No. 1 for the Protection
of the Natural aesources of Namib.a and the adYisory opinion of the International
Court of Justice of 21 June 1971.

We have often heard certain dalegations, prompted by concern for objectivity

or by bad fai th - it is not always easy to differentiate - affirm that

transnational companies also benefit colonial peoples. That is not true of

Namibia. The transnational caapanies are delighted to find there an enormous
reservoir of raw mater ials and cheap labour, wh Ue the black majol: i ty, depr ived by
South Africa of their most fertile lands and their mining areao, live in exile in
arid homelands where they can barely survive or are forced to work for the white
minority in mines or agricultural pcojects in cmdltions approaching slavery. For
South Afr ica and the transnational corporations, however, these are ideal conditions
in which to garner enOrllDUS pcofits which they transfer to their respective
countr lea without investing in the ~rr1tory or trying to help the indigenous
population by integrating sectocs of the Namibian ecOftCldly. It is a colonialist and

.........__--...- ...IIiIIIIIII.............----.---..~~
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Madagascar)

neo-colonialist economic policy which drains the human and natural resources of
Namibia at the expense of the legitimate aspirations of the l~mibian people to

genuine national independence in a united Namibia.

It is clear that this situation will persist for as long as foreign and other
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economic interests, which are the main beneficiaries of this plWlder, cCXltinue to
p.Jt their short-term national interests abewe the interest of mank ind as a whole.

This is Why, given the intransigence of PretorIa, we call upon the

international oormnunity to be firm. Negetiations are now at a C?tucial stage. The

Namibian people need, more than ever, the full support of all memers of the
Assembly. My delegation hopes that the various ideologies will not .distract us
frc:m our purpose, because the question of Namibia is a question of decoionization
and as such is part of the Assembly's belief in the fundamantal rights of man and
the dignity and value of the human person.

In keeping with its support for the conclusions set out in the final dOCulZ'ient

of the Conference of Foreign Ministers of the Movement of Non-aligned Countries,
which met at N.lcosia in regular session from 5 to 10 September 1988, my delegatic.'n
reaf firllS its conviction that comprehens ive manda tory economic sanctions mus t be
imposed iJll!llediately against the racist South African regime to force it to eod its
illegal occupation of Namibia.

We exP:' ess the firm hope that the decis ions of th is Assembly w111 contr ibute

to ending that occupation and that, sooner or later, the natural resources of the
Territory will be used for the benefit of the majority of the Namibian people,

whose dignity will be restored and who will be compensated for the damage inflicted
upon them•. We hopef too, that the front-line countries will be able to develop in
peace and security. Accardingly, Madagascar will show its support by voting in
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favour of the draft resolutions now before UB, in particular those on the situation

the implement&tion of security Council resolution 435 (1978), the programme of work
of the United Nations Council for Namibia and dissemination of information and

(Hr s. Rakotondr al'lboa,
Madagascar)
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mob 11iza tion of in terna tional public opin ion in support of the immedia te

independence of Namib ia •

We urge all Member States str ictly to apply economic sanctions, the

effectiveness of which is begiming to be proved by events. Madagascar appeals to
the two permanent members of the Security Council which have so far supported

racist South Africa in its intransigence by their veto to transform that veto into
a positive vote.

We support multilateral diplomacy and encourage all those who continue to work
tirelessly for a lasting peace and the canplete independence of a united Namibia.

we are particularly pleased by the activities of the Council for Namibia, which,

having undertaken responsibility for the interests and rights of the Namibian

people, continues to defend them to the best of its ability.

we encourage the secretary-General of our Organization and assure him of our
total support in his efforts and his continuing col'l'mitment to ensure implementation
of Security Council resolution 435 (1978).

On 9 Novenber the world remembered with horror and profound sorrow

Kris tallnacht , the synbol of fascist genocide. We remind the Governments and

peoples who witnessed or were victims of that holocaust that for the black majority
of Namibia every day is Kristallnacht.

, ,

_Iu ----- ----------~
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Hr s. CHAN (Singapore) \ The year 1988 should have been Namibia's year and

Novenber should hava been Namibia's mooth. After seven decades of repress ive

colooial occupation by South Afr tea, 17 years of it illegal in terms of

international law, the internatiooal community looked on as an agreement was

initialled in New York in JUly '1988 for a peaceful settlement in southern Afr iea.

The implementation of United Nations security Council resolution 435 (1978) was

promised~ the date was settled for 1 November, usher ing in the long-awai ted process

of independence for Namib ia. But it was not to be. The target da te has now been

moved to 1 January 1989. Shall Namibia yet be free?

E 'n
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My delegatioo greeted the negotiations on southerr.. Africa this year with two
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Afr~ca. iflen one is dealing with a blatantly racist regime with the iron will to
survive, it is necessary to be cynical and sceptical. Alfred T. Moleah, a black
African academic D born and raised in and around Johannesburg and now teaching in
the United States - a person who is active in the struggle against racism,
apartheid and cola\ialism - has warned that "In Namibia, as in SOuth Africa, the
more things change, the more they remain the same".

Recent history teaches us to be cautious. Sou th Africa is well known for its
breaches of promise. It has oome close to signing or has accepted agreements that
raised great hopes for a settlement in southern Africa, only to have them dashed to
the ground. One of those agreements, and a classic example, was security Council
resolution 435 (1978), which spelled out a process of wi thdrawal of SOu th African
troops from Namibia in seven months and the implementation of United
Nations-supervised elections in one year. It was adopted on 29 septenber 1978.
But South Afr ica, after accepting it in pr incip1e, has successfully avoided its
implementation. Then again, in 1984, SOuth Africa signed the Lusaka t'greement to
withdraw its troops from Angola but did not meet that objective. In 1984 talks
wel'e held also in Lusaka and in the Cape Verde Islands between SOu th Africa and theSOuth west Afr lea People's Organ ization (SWAFO), the sole and authentic
representative of the Namibian people, but failed to reach a conclusion because of
South African obduracy.

It should be remembered that, when faced with the pcospect of United
Nations-supervised elections in the 1970a, South Africa attempted to annex walvis
Bay in 1977 in order to exclude it from negotiations over Namibia's transition to
independence. The att.empt to annex walvis Bay was universally ccnde1llled by
Governments, the United Nations and SWAlO. Today an estimated 3,500 South African

-----------------~
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(Mrs. Chan, Singapore)

troops are permanently based in lfalvis Bay, lIlhich has become one of the most
militarized areas in southern Afr iea.

Even !tat as the quadripartite talks are progressing - and we heard this

motning that an agreement has been reached in Geneva - the question for us is

simply this: does South Afr ica have a hidden agenda for Namibia?

The indications that South Africa may be unprepared to relinquish control OIler
Namibia are numerous. SOuth Afr ica has been introducing apartheid structures into

Namibia since 1964. In 1980 it introduced a decree dividing Namibian society into
11 mutually exclusive groups on the basis of racial, ethnic and tribal origins.

That was a clear mOl7e to prevent the African majority from acting and organizing in
un!sCXl against white and colonial domination. On 8 April 1988 President Botha

visited Windhoek to check l1lOI1es to reform apartheid. He strengthened the powers of
the South African Administrator-General. He would be able to call racially based

elections and veto any attempts to abolish existing authorities or to diminish t.lle
power of two second-tier authorities. The Administrator-General was also

authorized to take "appropriate" steps to muzzle local media that proIlDted

"subversion" and "terrorism". President Botha further advocated "fitting and
effective" action against SWAPO and its supporters in their struggle for national
1 iberation.

And as recently as 26 October 1988 we had clear indications from the South

African local elections that the political climate within South Africa is hardening

against the dismantling of apartheid. It is difficult in these circumstances to

conceive of south Africa easing up on Namibia.

For its atn selfish interests, South Afr ica uses Namibia as a er itical
buffer. It is oblivious of the injustice and suffering borne by the people of
Namibia. South Africans do not want to lose Namibia for fear of the impact of that

loss upon the wite population in SOuth Afdca, but more importCl1tly because of its
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(Mrs. Chan, Singapor~)
impact upon the black majority. Namibia would deliver the final P3ychological blow
to the whites after the liberation of all the other African States. It would
greatly magnify tt,1e writing m the wall. In fact, in a seri.es ·of interviews
conducted in South Africa in 1982 by the Christian SCience !bnitor,. black leaders
put the independence o'f Namibia at the top of their list of changes they hoped tosee. Bishop Desmond 'lUtu said, "Namibia is a very high priority. I would say it
is a pre-cooditiCl1 to our liberatioo".

Furthermore, South Africa sees Namibia as fertile plunder ground. Namibia is
richly endowed with mineral resources. It is the fourth largest African and the
fourteenth largest "orld producer of mineral p~oducts. The country is also said to
possess rich oil, gold and coal reserves. South Africa will not relilquish this
pr ize unless it is forced to.

The international oonmunity must continue to exert pressure on South Afr iea so
that it realizes that there is no other acceptable recourse for it but to withdraw
from Namibia. If there is any intention to renege on the agreement even now before
us, the international community should make SOUth Africa feel the high cost of its
intr ans igence •

While Singapore is dedicated to a peaceful solution to conflict and a
negotiated political settlement to conflict, we reject any attempt by South Africa
or any other State to impart to the question of Nami'bia a dimension that is
different from the one i" has; an act of colonial dominatim which violates the
pr inciples and purposes of the Charter of the United Nations. We agree with the
report of the Special Committee that Namibia has always been and remains a
deoolonizaticn issue. We agree with the report that any attempt ~o portray Namibia
as part of an East-West confrmtation rather than as an issue of decolonization is
flagrant defiance of the will of the international oommunity and could only have
the effect of furthe:r delaying the independence of Namibia. We reject linkage, as

"
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an exuaneous and irrelevant issue, and believe it will be used as ~ ploy by the

South African regime to delay if.dependence for Namibia.

we &re gravely coocerned that SOuth Africa may seek to intervene in ttte
shaping of the future independent Namibian cxm<.3titution. Namibia's constitution

Bhould be decided by Namib ians. The tbi ted Nations plan provides for a cons ti tuent
ASsembly to be ulec:ted on thfl basis of one Namibian/one vote uncbt United

Nations-supervised elections. Therefore, the annO\»'lcement by South Africa's

MainbJuator-General after a cease-fire was announced in August, this year that he

would push ahead wi th domestic segregated elections should be rQgarded wi~.h

auapici4:.~. He has also publicly stated his desire tc tie up "loose ~:,:·.:cs". Ont: of

these Qloase ends" is the drafting of an independence constitution. That

d~&On8trate8 the IJlttel:' contem~ SOuth Africa has for the will of the 9amibian

~ple and its legiti.te rights, even as it is a party to the current negotiations
and says it is prepared to withdr&w from Namibia.

We know that in Namibia today momentum is building up against the illegal

occupying Power. SWAlO has provided leadership and mobilized the broad masses of

the ~ple f« a sust:3ined Dlltifaceted struggle for nlltional liberation.

Throughoot 1987 and 1988 there was a cont!noous wave of. student protests and
clusrooa boycotts. MUitllry bases were established in and, alongside scnool
g'rounds on the ~etext of discouraging guerilla attacks. In reality, it was to

keep a t:ight control <Wer the students. In filly this year mer 40,000 black

6 Ne.i~ian secondary school children chose to bO]r'Cott s~C!Ol to pr:otest against t;h:.!

pr...~ee of the south African lIilit6ty in their £chool properties. They were

joined by 6C,000 workers, about 70 per cent of the ;,}lack worker population.

"-!hia vu bcought to a ~>irtual standstill. It was the biggest strike in the
~rritorY'e histofy.
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SADF and the South West Africa Territorial Force (SWATF). In fact, thel."e are

Nations. To Austria .it is a matter of profound concern that the people of Ramibia

Hr. fDHENFELLNER (Austr la) \ The issue of ltamibia has featured annually

(Mrs. Chan, Singapore)
The last nail may be hammered into SOUth Africa's coffin. It has had troublerecruiting manpower for the South African Defence Force (SADF)) forcible military

The international colllllunity has made great efforts to enable the people of

I:lNobody can stop the rain-.

reports of Cl marked increase in mutiny, rebellion, indiscipline and desertion in

internatiooal law, to be a pal:ticular challenge to the international community. we

...., .....'cv.:Ju
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are still unable to exercise their fundamental, right to self-determination. we

tlle Security Council have over the years adopted dozens of resolutions demanding

in Namibia and have regarded the establishment of the so-called interim governmentin Namit-~.Q as null and void.

as an important item en the agenda of the United Nations. The General AsseJ1t)ly and

conscriptia. is rUMill9 into trouble) too many white South African youths are dying

bave always considered the continued illegal occupation of Namibia, in defiance of

South African withdrawal from Namibia and the return of the Territory to the United

sense of inevitability about their liberation. As the Africans put it so vividly,

have categorically rejected any unilater~l ItlOVSS by South AfriCA to transfer power

Many lcng years have passed, and the Namibian people have waited patientlY3
They have grown confident wai ting. Qlt so long as t.'1ey are ru thleasly exploi ted,
brutally !epcessed and unfree they will intensify their resistance. They have a

on the battlefield) large-scale indiscipline has been rep:.u:ted in the ranks of the

Namibia freely to exercise their right to self-determination~ Efforts to arrive at
an internationally acceptable solution resulted in the acbption of Seeurity Council
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(Hr. Hohenfellner, Austr ia)

resolution 435 (1978), \lihich endot'sed a settlement plan for the transfer of power

to the people of Namibia through free elections under the supervision and control

of the United Nations.

The year 1988 markQ the tenth anniversary of that important resolution, which

consti tutes the ooly W'live.rsally accepted frdmetfork for a peaceful transl tion to

independence for Namibia. Despi te its endor sement by the international col'lll\unity

and its acceptance by SWAPO it has taken nearly 10 years before we have seen

movement towa.rds implementation of the plan.

In various rounds of negotiaHons between Sou th Africa, Angola and Cub.a,

mediated by the United States of America, agreement on Cl set of measures with a

view to starting implementation of Security Council resolution 435 (1978) was

achieved.

Although Austria has never approved of the concept of linkage, we welcome the

agreement-in-principle on an end to the war in Angola and on Namibian independence

reached by the parties c:cncerned in July 1988 in New York. That agreement offers i1

realistic chance, the first foe a decade, that the Namibian people will finally

ga in their independence.

Austr ia, which has consistently deplored that South Afr ica used the territory

of Namibia aa a springboard for military attacks against neighbouring States, also

welcomed the cease-fire agreed upon by Angola, Cuba and South Afr ica, with which

SWAPO agreed to canply.

The date that was widely believed to be that which would br ing about the start

of implementation of Security Council resolution 435 (1978),1 NoveJrber, has

passed. We know that some issues still have to be resolved. However, in the light

of the iDIOBt recent events we are hopefUl that the solution is now emerging.

Austria looks forward to an early date for the beginning of the implementation of

Security Council resolution 435 (1978).
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The cost of mTAG has been estimated to amount to between S700 million and

transition of Namibia to independence.
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peacekeeping operations now enjoy the highest esteem, we believe that all Member

(Hr. Hohenfellner, Austr la)
Ten yeM'~ ago Austria declared its readiness to participate in the thited

Nations Transition Assistance Group (~'l'AG) with a polica contingent. IJbday
Austria is again prepared to put such a cc:ntingent at tJNTAG's disposal, and ~'uld
consider making additional personnel available for other tasks related to the

States will be able to agree 00 the appropriate mandatory financing for tJNTAG. Inview of the importance of the issue of leading Namibia to independence, for which
the thited Nations has a special roesponsibili ty, financial considerations should
not stand in the way of finally bringing independence to the people of Namibia.
The issue of financing, however, remains one of the highest priority and will have
to be solved if the operation is to be as successful as we should like.

Not ooly is the question of Namibia a burning political problem, it also has
economic, social and human dimensions. The eex>nomic consequences of South Afri~ 's
cCX\tinued occupation have been devastating. The natural weal th of Namibia in
minerals, in agriculture and in fisheries could not prevent its eoono~ going
through ca period of seve?e crisis. Foreign exploitation of natural resources,
unemployment, inadequate educational and health services, the militarization of the
Territory, human rights violations and repreGSion - these manifold hardships
overshadow the lives of the Namiblan people. This situation will change decisiVely
only when Namibia achieves its rightful place as a sovereign independent nation.

Under these circumstances the Namibia... peopla clear 1y need the assistance of
the international community. My Government welcomes and supports the efforts ofthe United Nations to help thE'. victims of South kfricaos policy in Namibia.
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to the constructive policies of the front-line States, which under adverse

It is the COlll'llon responsibility of the international collllmnity to reach an

(Hr. Hohenfellner, &1str ia)
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For llany years Austria has therefore cmtributed to the ftl'lds and programmes of the

early settlement of the Namibian question. I should like to pay a special tribute

circumstances have never flagged in their commitment to Namibia's independence.

We woul£i deeply resent any attempt to delay Namibia's independence any

longer. we look fexward to the ne)!:t session of the General Assemly, when there

should no lalger be a need to quot~ Security Council resolution 435 (1978). My

delegation expresses the hope that Namibia will SOal join the other 159 States

Members of the United Nations and calls on the parties concerned w take immediate

actiQ'l to implement security Council resolutio~l 435 (1978).
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Mr. W Mengjia (China) (interpretation from Chineseh The indepeniience
of Namibia is one of the mjex issues that cOIIlmand th'! attention of the
international col'illlunity. Recently there have been some significant develoPlentB

wi th regard to the situation in NUlibia. Since early M!ly this year seven rOla\ds of
formal negotiations hilve been held among Angola, Cuba, South Africa and the United
Sta tes of America 00 the issues of peace in Angola and the independence of
Namibia. There are plenty of indications that these n.890tiations have made
considerable headway, ~eaking the long-standing stalelUte and bringing fresh hopasfor Namibian independence. However, as these talks have failed to th is day to
produce a final agreement) and the target date agreed upon by the parties concecned
to start implementation of Security Council resolution 435 (1978) has been
postpcned time and again, we cannot but feel worried. It is at this critical
juncture that the General AeseDlbly is deliberating on the Namibian question. Hence
i.ts special importance. Now I wish to make a few observations on this item.

Pirst, an early realization of Namibian independence through peaceful
negotiations is an inevitable trend of our times and represents the popUlar will ofthe people throughout the world.

At present, the international situation is lIIiOVing towards relaxation. The
fierce rivalry between the super-Powers has somewat eased, and the tendency to
seek peaceful solutions to regional conflicts iD picking up momentum. 1lgainst the
backdrop of these developments, a new situation has thus emerged, with the four
parties sitting down for nego~iations to settle the questions of peace in Angola
and Namibian independence.

For decades, the South African authorities have refused to implement the
relevant resolutions of the Olited Nations on Namibia and cmtinued their illegal
occupation of that Territory. Moreover, they have used it a8 Cl base to launch
armed invasions into Angoa and other neighbouring countries, mdemining peace and
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stability in the region. The perverse acta of South Africa have not only met wi th

dauntlees resistance from the Namibian people and the people of Angola and other
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front-line African States but also aroused strong coodemnation on the part of the

international co_unity. losing its edge on the battlefield in recent years, South

Africa is not only bftset with mounting economic difficulties and a surging anti-war

movement at hOl':e but has found itself in a worsening predicament caused by growing

international isolation.

longing for peace, the Governments of the front-line States and the South ~c>t

Africa People's Organbation (SWAPO) have OIler the years made unremitting efforts

to recuce regional teUlsion and bring about: Namibian independence. The Government

of Angola has come to the four-party negotiations with flexible and realistic

policies. SWAR> has time and again expressed its willingness to sign, and honour,

a cease-fire agreement with SOUth Africa. This testifies to the good faith of the

front-line States and SWAIO for a negotiated settlement on the question of peace in

SOUth-West Africa. It has thus become an ardent desire shared by the ~amibian

people, the people of the front-line States and the people of the whole world to

see a negotiated settlement of the Namibian question and the re-establishment of

peace in South-Wes t Afr ica.

Secondly, the key to the settlement of the Namibian question lies in South

Africa's implementation of relevant United Nations resolutions.

Since its inception, the Unibid Nations has adopted scores of resolutions on

the question of Namibia. If the SOuth African ~uthorities had implemented them,

the Namibia question would have loog ceaf.!erd to exist, and Namibia would have be(X)me

an equal partner in the commWlity of sovereign nations a long time agoG As is

known to all, the Security COUncil adopted resi..~hjtion 435 (1978), approving the

Secretary-General's plm to realize Namibian independence through elections under

U\itad Nations superVision and controlo Successive sessions of the General
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(Mr.. Yu Mengj la, China)
Aasellbly have also repetedly adopted resolutions reaffirming th~t; resolution
435(1978) constitutes the only acceptable basis for the p!aeeful settlement of the
Namibian question and calling foe its immediate tmplementatlon without any
pr e-conditions and qual1f1eations. Al though the SOuth Af r lean author i ties have
been CQ!\pelled to agree to this resolution' under international pressure, they havekept obstructing its implementation by c~84ting one,aide issue after another and
deliberatel}' complicating the l'Mtter, thus reducing the resoluticn to nothing more
than a piece of paper ten years after its adoption. It is crystal clear that the
key to the settlement of the Namibian q~~estion lies in a pranpt: change in the
obstinate position of 9luth AfI: iea and the cessati'on of its external aggression and
expansion.

'thirdly, SOuth Afr iea 's move to reinforce ,its eOlcxiialist afid' tacist rule in
Nslibia does not accord with the spirit of the four-party negotiation now Wl.derI way.

The actions taken by the SOuth Afr ican author iUes since the beginning of this
yeM have made it clear that they are still reinforcing their oppressive rule OIler
Namibia. During his visit to Namibia President Botha granted greater' pcw~r to
South Africa's Administrator General in the Territory, including the power to call
~acially segregated local elections and the power to impose more rigorous
censorship on the mass media. The "interim gOllernment lll propped up by SOuth Africais also stepping up its activities to fiormulate a so-called constitution in a bid
to work out an lIlinternal solution" outside the framework of the United Nations
resolution.

In the meantA..~, the South African suppresaion of the Namibian people has gone
on unabated. A large occupation force 100,000 strong remains in Namibia. SOuth
African troops and police keep harassing Namibian schools, churches and trade
unions, and many iMOcent Namibians have been wilfully arrested ".rid killed.

r
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(Mr. Yu Mengj ia, Chin a)

Theee ac:tiona of the south African authorities are diametrically opposed to

the spirit of the four-party negotiations aimed et bringing about Namibian

independence. They moot stop forthwi th t~ing any actial that is detrimental to a
negotiated settlement, give up their delaying tactics and demonstrate their good

fai th vi th concrete actions. Q'lly in this way can the negotiations make progress.
Fourthly, the international coJllftunity should maintain its pressure on South

Africa and cmtinue to prO'1ide assistance to the Namibian people, thus helping to
advance the independence ~ocess of Namibia.
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unremitting efforts to bring about Namibian independence.

safeguarding their sovereignty and security e We appreciate and support the efforts
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Sta tes. It is also our view that, as the O1i ted Nations plan has not been

more moral and material assistance to the Namibian people and the front-line

SOUth Africa. And they should also call upoo the internatiooal community to render

to rally SUppOi't from all countries, especially those Western countries that have
influence over South Africa, for the imposition of effecth~e sanctions against

continue to carry out its mandate given by the General Anaei1lbly and make

(Mr. Yu Mengj ia, China)
. Although south Africa is already a party to the four-party negotiations and

the front-line States and other countr iea in southern Afr ica. They should continue

implemented and the Namibian people remain unable to exercise their right to

condemning the South African authorities for their policy of apartheid and illegal

has also made some promises, in view of its rerord in Namibia and its past failure
to keep its ,word with respect to implementing United Nations resolutions, the
internat.ional oolllRunity must heighten its vigilance. In the view of the Chinese
delegation, the present session of the General Assembly should adopt resolutions

self-dete~mination and independence, the tbited Nations Council for Namibia should

It is our hope that the parties coocerned will caltinue their endeavour so th~t an

made by Angola and other fE'oot-line States to ease regional tension and bring about.Namibian independence t and their reasonable proposals and suggestions to this end.

agreement aimed at implementing Security Council resolution 435 (1978) will be
readled pranptly and N3mibia, the largest remaining colalY on Earth, will become

The Chinese Gov~rnment,and people will, as always, stand firmly on the side of
,African countries and peoples and support the heroic struggle of the Namibia"

,"'-people for national indepenaence, under the leader ship of the South wes t 1tfr ica
People's Organization (SWAM), and the just struggle of the fl'oot-line States in
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coomunity should never allow to happen again.
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indifference among some menbers of the international community, despite the

As in the past, abhorrence of such regimes has taken the form of studied

Yet, on the question of Namibia, the current South African regime with its

(Mr. Yu Mengj ia, China)

independent at 'an early date. The SOuth African authorities should go a~ong with

the trend of history and make a fresh start. let us hope that when we meet again

nrext year for the forty-fourth session of the General Assembly, we shall find a

world men and women of conscience with a sense of justice have over the past few

even forcibly conscr ipted into military service in furtherance of South Afr ica 's

free and independent Namibia taking up its legitimate seat here as a formal Member

should be debating the question of Namibia at this time. In many parts of the

Mr. Gt\YE (Gambia) ~ It is perhaps fC?rtuitous that the General Assembly

policies. Namibia's paten tial for economic development is being des troyed as its

natural resources are being steadily pillaged by South Afr ica, in defiance of the

JSM/mtm

capability, continues illegally to occupy Namibia, murder its legi tima'ce citizens

and imprison others. Thousands of Namibian citizens have been displaced and 'some

days been engaged in acts of solemn rememlxcmce of an earlier Fascist .tegime that

pllDlged the world into armed ~onflict over a repressive, inhwnan ideology. The

scars of that debacle are a grim reminder of the past which the international

loog-atanding plight of Namibia. In its Final Conmunique, the International

horrors. South Africa, through force of conventional arms and threats I)f nuclear

apartheid policy apes the evils contained in the master-race ideology of past

Council for Namibia Decree No. 1, which calls for the protection of the natural
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States that heretofore, for their own economic interests, had abstained or cast

we mark the tenth anniversary of the adoption of Security Council resolution 435

(Hr. GaY!, Gambia)
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*Hr. Branco (Sao Tome and Principe), Vice-Pres ident, took the Chair.

My delegation is proud to take this opportunity to extend our congratulations

south-western part of Africa and the independence of Namibia. we are indeed

vetoes in votes on decisions affecting Namibia's freedom are now reversing their

(1978), which spelled out the United Nations plan for the independence of Namibia,

the United Nations. However, because of the duplicitous history of the racist
regime in SOUth Africa, our optimism is somewhat curbed by the fact that this year

interest the quadripartite talks to establish a basis for peace in the

pleased about prospects for Namibia's independence, and we offer all possible

Conference for the Immediate Independelce of Namibia cited several Governments that

attitude among some memers of the international community towards Namibia's quest

My delegation will admit that the implementation of some of the

for independence, as mandated by Security Council resolution 435 (1978). But

reoolllllendations contained in the C01'llllunique has brought some incremental change of

previous stance on the issue. In fact, my delegation has followed with very keen

acted in obstruction of Namibia's struggle for independence and self-determination.*

encouragement to the sponsors of the ongoing negotiations outside the framework of

Namibia. The Pretorh regime has in the past stifled several plans introduced by
the United Nations that would have led to Namibia's independence) among theseg to

to Angola and Cuba for their statesmanlike deciaim to tske part in the ongoing

prevented the implementation of the United Nations plan, as well as the meetings on

the only internationally acceptable framework for the peaceful deoolonization of

name a few, the Geneva pre-implementation talks on Namibia, the pre-conditions that
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(Mr. Gaye, Gambia)
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negotiations under the auspices of the united States, and we wish all concerned

complete success. The genuine mediation efforts of the United States also deserve

full acknowledgement and support by all parties.

Because of the past record of the Pretoria regime, my delegation is of the

vi~w that the international community, and the united Nations in particular, must

continue to exert maximum pressure on South Africa. It is indeed unbelievable

that, despite the fact that all outstanding issues relevant to the United Nations

independence plan for Namibia have been resolved" Security Council resolution

435 (1978) remains unimplemented because of the continued insistence by South

Africa on linking Namibian independence to the withdrawal of Cuban forces from

Angola.

As has been observed by more than one speaker before me, the racist regime of

South Africa is not prepared to change ita policies" in spite of the assiduous

efforts of the international colllllunity, to which the succession of General Assembly

and Security Council resolutions bear eloquent testimony. The apartheiq regime has

proceeded, with apparent impunity, from one atrocity to another. N:>where has this

been more evident than in the case of occupied Namibia. Disregarding the formal

revocation of the league of Nations Mandate in 1966, the apartheid regime has by

unilateral decision continued to extend its jurisdiction and administration over

the occupied Territory, whose vast mineral resources it continues to exploit for

its own use. At the same time, it has transformed Namibia into a forward base for

armed acts of aggression against independent African states in the region.

&
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This situatioo is inde-ed unfortunate and it is for this rellSQ'l that my
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delegation is of the view that comprehensive and mandatory sanctions, under Chapter
VU of the Charter, should be imposed by the entire inte!'natiQ'lal community wi thout
further delay. 'l\) those who are still unwilling to embrace this important and

effective measure, we ask them to reconsider their unreserved opposition to

comprehensive and mandatory sanctions against a racist regime that violates daily

all norms of civilized behaviour and also takes pride in defying the international
conmunity, thrives on racial segregation, injustice, violence and total disregard

for the principles of del10eracy and human rights.

In conclusion ~ delegation would like to ~aoe on feoord our deep

appreciation of the effort:3 being made by the secretary-General, especially ~he

arrangements being put in place for the inplementation of the United Nations plan.

Our steadfast aim is the attainment. of independence for Namibia. To this end we
must continue to support the quadripartite talks and the efforts of the

secretary-General wi th a view to ending South Africa's Ulegal occupation of
Namibia" so that our brothers and sisters, led by the South west Africa People's
Organization (SWAlO), thelt true and authentic representative, can exercise their
inalienable right to self-determination and independence. As far as IIfJ delegation

is concerned, so long as an inch of Namibian terri tory remains tmder illegal

occupation and domination by the racist regime the independence of Africa will be
incanplete and insecure.

Mr. S'lRI:SOV (Bulgaria) \ This year's report of the United Nations Council
for Namibia reflects ~e activities of different bodies of the Organization aiming
at eliminating all obstacles in the way of the immediate accession of the Territory
to independence on the basis of the thited Nations plan for Namibia, namely,
resolution ~3S (1978) •

.,.Ii".----------------------~
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The first is the Security Council debate on Namibia of Q::tober 1987 and the

adoption of security Council J:t'!solution 601 (1987). For the first time the

security Council determined that all issues l:elating to the implementation of

Security Council resolution 435 (1978) have been resolved and a truce between the

People's Liberation Army of the South west Afr ica People's Organization (SWAm) and

south Africa's occupying forces was needed in order to create the cooditions for

taking the adminisuative and other practical steps for the emplacement of the

United Nations Transitioo Assistance Group (UNTAG) in Namibia. It is to be

regretted that this has not yet been achieved.

The second event is the meeting of the thited Nations Council for Namibia at

the ministerial level, held on 1 OCtober 1987. Its final coJmlunique represents an

adequate programme for the acceleraticn of the accession of Namibia to independence

under the terms and conditions of the &ccepted United Nations plan. It should be

mentimed here that this meeting determined that the criminal policies of racist

South Africa represent a threat to international peace and security.

It is also necessary to highlight the role of the thi ted Na tions Council for

Namib la in sensitiz ing wor ld public opin ion by conven ing seminar s in di ffer en t

countries and organizing a campaign for world-wide dissemination of information, as

well as haVing consultations with different GOvernments in order to mobilize their

support.

A new eleme.nt in the question of Namibia has appeared this year. What we have

in mind are the talks between Angola, Cuba and the Republic of Sou th Africa,

~diated by the United states, for the finding of a political solution to the

problems in the southern part of Africa. we should like to reiterate, however,

that th is should net unduly delay the !lcx:ess ion of Namib ia to independence. We ('are

very encouraged by the flexibility shown by the Governments of Angola and Cuba,
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hOiWever, again wi tnesaing procrastination on the part of SOuth Africa. This fact

question of Namibia.
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(Mr. Stresov, Bulgaria)

which have expressed their readiness to accomllDdate specific demands of south
Africa within the framework of relations among the three countries. We are,

compels us to re-emphasize succinctly our position on the different elements of the

Despite the numerous United Nations resolutions, the racist regime continues

resources. It also conduots a policy of repression against the Namibian people.

we share the view that the illegal occupation of that Territory constitutes an act
of aggression against its people. Namibia is also being used as a springboard for

aggression against the neighbouring front-line States and for their continued

destabil.ization. We cannot but affirm once again that Namibia's territorial

integrity must be preserved intact, inoluding Walvis Bay, the PengUin Islands and
other offshore islands. In accordance with the relevant resolutions of the Un!~ted

Nations, any attsnpt by South Africa to annex them is therefore illegal, null and
void. No territorial matter should be left for negotiation between an independent
Namibia and SOuth Africa. we would like to highlight the role, canpetenoe and
specific responsibility of the Security Council in this field. We denounce all

fraudulent constitutional schemes by which Pretoria attempts to perpetuate its

colonial domination of Namibia and we oppose any international recognition of any

regime established in violation of security Council resolutions 385 (1976) and
435 (1979). We therefore join the call of the international oomnunity for the

dissolutio~ of the puppet institutions in Windhoek.

My delegation would like Once again to express its solidarity with and support
for the South Wast Africa People's Organization, the sole and authentic

representative of the N4mib1.an people. We value the statesmanship, co-operation

---_.....------...zjz .......-...--.-~
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The efforts of the internatiCXlal community and the persistent activity of the
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and far-sightedness it has constantly displayed in the political Md diplomatic
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united Nations in 1988 have brought about significant progress in the process of

settling a number of regiooal conflicts. we would like to beHeve that this

process will find an cx~ession in southern Africa, including Namibia. We would

like especially to commend the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for

his tireless efforts to ensure the implementation of Security Council resolution

435 (1978) as early as possible. we shall lend support to all his political and

practi..,al efforts in this field.

We also support the statement made on 29 September 1988 by the President of

the security Council on behalf of its members cootaining an appeal to South Africa

to respect the resolutions and decisions of the Council without delay and to

co~perate with the Secretary-General in their immediate and strict implem-mtation.

Finally, let me exp:ess the sincere hope of the people and (bvernment of

Bulgaria that this will ba the last General Asaenbly to d~libeJ:ate on the question

7

of the independence of Namibia.
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10 years since the adoption of security Council resolution 435 (1978), a key
dowment in the list of decisions adopted by the Organization aimed at bringing
about the independence of Namibia. Moreover, it is 22 years since the General
Assembly adopted resolution 2145 (XXI) terminating the Republic of South Africa's
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Mandat~ to administer Namibia and proclaiming South Africa's continued presence inthat 'lerritory to be unlawful. In spi te of the persistent efforts of the
Organization and the \!bole of the internatia\al community, to date it has not beenpossible to implement the United Nations plan for the independence of Namibia
cootained in security Council resolution 435 (1978). The people of Namibia have
still not obtained their freedom and before us still looms the discussi,on on why
this situation is as it is.

For many years the racist regime of the ~rublic of South Afr ica, which is
being supported by certain Western Power.s, has succeeded in disregarding the
decis ions of the Organ ization and i9110r in9 the ever louder voice of the wor Id
communi ty, which has demanded recogni tion once and for all of the right of the
Namibian people to self-determination and independence.

Times are d1anging. The uPteep of the army of occupation in Namibia and the
aggression against the People's Republic of Angola have become too mum of a
financial and material bu:den for Pretoria. As has been pointed out by the
representative of the South-West Africa People's Organization (Si'JAR», Sam Nujoma,
the racist l\!public of South Africa is canpelled to spend $US 3 million every day
for that purpose. There is an unprecedented increase in the Republic of South
Africa's coll'bat casual ties. The cases of desertion in the ranks of its army are onthe increase as well. In trying to stage an attack at CUito Cuanavale the South
African aggressor suffered a mcxal defeat which confirmed moo and for all the
pointlessness of a military solution.

_------u--...............-----------'-
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more isolated internationally. Moreover, Pretoria is oompelled to resist the

by the international oonmunity but also among the ranks of those representatives of

increasing repudiation of its policies of aggression and destabilization not only
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The GoYernment of the Republic of SOuth Africa is finding itself increasingly

the white community who think realistically in the Republic of South Africa

itself. All this taken together has oompelled the South African racists to sit at

the negotia ting table.

It is our conviction that time is on the side of the achievement of progress

in the solution of the Namibian question and the cessation of the unlawful

occupation of Namibia by the Pretoria regime. We follow with hope the progress of

negotiations among the People's Republic of Angola, Cuba and the Iepublic of SOuth

Africa with the meaiation of the United States on the question of the peacefUl

settlement of South West Africa. we would like to hope thmt the resu! ts of the

negotiations will be a further positive step in this direction. We express total

support for the cons tructive actions of the GoYernmen ts of the People's Republic of

Angola and Cuba at the cmrrent negotiations and their efforts to achieve a peaceful

settlement that would ensure security for Angola and independence for Namibia in

accordance with security Council resolution 435 (1978) and peace throughout the

whole of the region of SOu th West Africa.

The realization of the J.X'inciples for a peaceful settlement in SOuth West

Africa which were agreed in Genf!va will not be an easy task. For the achievement

of mutually acceptable compromises a flexible and constructive approach is also

needed by the other side, namely, SOuth Africa. The fate of the Lusaka Agreements

concluded in February 1984, as well as the N'ltomati .Agreement lead us to be more

circumspect. we are disappointed that the implementation of security Council

resolution 435 (1978) which was to have taken place on 1 Novell'ber this year, has
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again been postponed. The Government of the Q!public of SOuth Africa should
remember that its approach and the political will it shQtls in the search for

solutions to the Namibian question will be gauged by the internmtional cOllll'l1unity in
terms of its practical actions in the specific issues which are the subject of.

raegotia tions.

Despite the current negotiations the ra~ist regime of Pretoria is not only

continuing i to policy of flagrant repression of the Namibian people but, as was
pointed out in the statement made by the President of the United Nations Council
for Nam ib ia on 10 November th is year, it is even coo tinu ing to in tens i £y those
repressions. The new Pretoria regime is building up its military presence in

Namibia, especially in the northern part, and to date there are 50,OOQ SOuth

Afr ican troops concentrated there. In Windhoek and in other ci ties peaceful

demons tra tions by the Namibian popula tion in the face of delays to the

implementation of security Council resolution 435 (1978) were forcibly repressed by

racist SOUth Africa.

There is cause to fear that even if the Republic of South Afr ica is compelled
to cease its unlaWful occupation of Namibia it will try to retain that country
within its sphere of influence and will oontinue ita neo~oloni;llist exploitation.

This flows from. the fact that Namibia remains for the ~public of SOU th Afdca an

important supplier of valuable minerals including uranium and rare strategic metals.

For the establiahment of peace and stability throughout the whole of the

region of southern Africa it is necessary to stop the further use CIf Namibian

territory as part of the military strategy of the Republic of SOuth Africa. In the
present situation any lessening of pressure on tt. e Republic of SOut:h Afr ica would
be a great mistake. On the contrary, it should be intensified with the adoption of
oomptehensive mandatory sanctions, together with the consistent implementation of

the measures already adopted against that regime, if the Organization is to carry

-
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out all its obliga tiona in regard to the oppressed peoples of Namibia. Q'lly

through the total isolation of the Republic of South Afr ica's r8gillll8 is it possible

to ensure that Pretoria will be CCftpelled to refrain from its policy of apartheid

a~d the oppl'eilsion of the Namibian people.
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The population of Namibia is suffering froll two of the greatest evils of our

time. It is both the victim of colmiali8ll and th!l victim of apartheid, which is

the most acute form of the manifestation of racism. The granting of indepen~nce

to NMibia is a decolmization issue with a clear-cut. humanitarian cc.ntent that is

of major significance for the elimination of the hotb~ of tendon in southern

Africa and thereby aldo for international peace and security.

Czedloslovakia once again confirms its solidarity with the selfless struggle

of the people of Nanaibia under the leadership ot SWAPO cJ11 the sole legitillBte

representative and will in future continue to p:ovide it with all support.

7
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N!l wiah toc~ CXlC8 again the activities of the tbited Nations and its
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Council for Naaibia and to e.e••• our confidence that, at the pcesent decisive
stage in its struggle fee independence, N8aibia will fulfil its destiny with halour
as it takes any further steps that could contribute to the achieve_nt of the
ulthate abjectlve - namely the r'est«aUon of the right of its people to
self~eterlllinationand independence. The thited Nations can rely on our total
lIupport.

Mr. KAGflHI (Japan), The Nam:"Dian issue continues to be the most urgent

deoolonizaticn pcable. re_ining en the tklited Nations agenda. Japan is deeply
ooncerned that, although two decades have IYAssed since the General Assellbly, by its

resolution 2145 (XXI), terainatecS SOuth Africa's Mandate over Namibia, the people
of that ontrritory are still denied recognition of their right to self-determination.

-llapan joins the cwetWle1Jling _jority of Member States in insisting that
Nllllibia~s independence must be achieved in accordanee with the wishes of h~s .

inhabitants as expressed through a free elecUm to be held \l\der the supervision
of the Un;i.ted Nations. My Q)verllllent firmly supports Security Council resolution

435 (1978), which end«ses the only universally accepted framework fnr a peaceful
transition to independence.

The parties concerned have been engaged during this past year in intensive

negotiations towards a peaceful solution of the ccnflict in the region and the
achievement of Nellllibian independenCIt.' in accordance with resolution 435 (1978).

Just this IIkXning we received a very encouraging report that the negotiations in
Geneva have inde'!d resulted in an agreement. We sincerely hope that the agreement

will gain the apprcwal of the Gcwernaents calcerned and that it can be s19\ed
definitively in the very neai' future.

• ~. • .'" Of • '. •.. ~.' .
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In the meantime Japan will continue to pursue policies aimed At inducing South

Africa to end its illegal occupation of Namibia and abandon its racist policy of

apartheid. The Government of Japan thus maintains no diplomatic relations wi th

South Afr iea, limiting relations to the consular level. It str tctly limits sports,

cultural and educational exdumges ,,1 th South Africa. Japan does not issue tourist

visas to South African nationals, and it discourages Japanese citizens from

visiting South Africa. It has suspended air links with SOuth Africa and prohibits

the use of South Afr ican Airways international flights by Japanese Q:)vernment

officials.

Ii'll demonstrating its disapproval of South Africa's illegal occupation of

P.amibia, Japan refrains from any acUm that would in effect acknowledge the

present status of Namibia. For example, the Government of Japan as not a:!Ctend

co-operation such as grants, loans or technical assistance of any kind to South

Africans in Namibia. The Government of Japan further prohibits direct investment

in South Africa and Namibia by Japanese nationals or corpocations under its

jurisdiction. It instituted this policy more than 20 years ago - 100g before

disinvestment became a mjar issue in this Ot'ganization or in other major

industr iaUzed countr ies.

In accordance "ithDecree No. 1 for the Protection of the Natural Resout'ces of

Namibia, which was enacted 21y the United Nations Council for Namibia in 1974, no

Japanese national or corporl!ltion maintains mining concessions in Namibia.

Moreover, Japan prohibits trade in arms and all co-opet'ation in the nuclear and

military fields with South Africa. South African agencies that enforce apartheid,

such as the armed forces and police, are not permitted to purchase computers fran

Japan. The Japanese people are discouraged from importing Kr.ugerrande and other
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South African gold coins and are not permitted to import iron and steel from SOuth

, ',.' '. ".
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Those who are most seriou~ly affected by South Africa's illegal occupation of

the Territory are, of course, the Namibian people themselvesJ those who are
suffering directly un&!r the yoke of their oppressors, as well as those wo have
been forced out of their native land as refugees. 'l'he neighbouring countries th~t

&re accepting these refugees are also expe[iencing serious difficulties.

Ni' Government has loog been extending assistance to the Namibian people

through its contr ibutions to the humanitarian funds and !'~"9r8Jll1le$ administered by

the united Nations, including the United Nations Institute for Namibia. lOoking

ahead to the day when they will assume positions of leadership in their respective

countries, Japan is extending educational and training assistance to young black
citizens of South Africa and Namibia. For instance, it is contributing $300,000 in
1988 to the United Nations Educational and Training Programme for SOu~ern Africa.
"'reover, it enhanced its assistance in this fiscal year by Z,)roviding $450,000 for

medical, educational a.."d housing projects for SOuth Africa's victims of apartheid.
Japan is determined to extend such assistance for as long as the need continues.

In additiQ\ to these efforts, the Government of Japan is prepared to extend

its operations in monitori~g a cease-fire and fair and free elections. It will
also consider prcwiding the Group \1i th mater ia1 and equipment, if necessary. Once

all possible assistance to the united Nations Transition Assistance Group (tETAG).

••a

the independence of Namibia is achieved Japan looks forward to extending economic
and technical co-operation for its nat,ion-building efforts •

Japan is ready to participate in the Group and intends to contribute financially to

,
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At the cue ti.e Japan beli..,.. that the plight of the Stat.. ~eighbouring

South Africa, which are constantly threatened by .ilU:ary incur.lens and eoonomic

black_U from Pretoria, _t not be forgotten. RlC'lOgnbing that th••e States are

BUffering econOllic har&thip, Japan continues to extend eoonOllic and technical

co-operation, ospeclally to the frent-line Stoat.. , with a view to strengthening

their eoonOllic Viability and r ..iUencet.

This 1IOl>I.dng we were given reasOft to hope that the Ha.ibian people lIay soon be

able to tate the joys of freedal and huun dignity ancl that a sewereign Namibia

will take lta d~tful place in the co_unity of nations in the near fuvue. thtil

t:hen Japan wishes to .Uute the H&aibian people that their peaceful efforts to

amieve independence have our profound adlllretion and si:eadfast support.

-
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General Assembly has before it the question of Namibia. Since the declaration of
the eRd of SOuth Afr iea 's Mandate over the Territory of NaIilib1a in 1966 and thQ

establishment of the tl'lited Nations Co~cil for Namibia as the legal Mrllin1staring
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Authoriq, of the 'ntrritorYi the interl"'-tional coaunity has regularly ceaffir_d

its support for the Namibian people's struggle for independence. This constant

sUFPOrt is reflected in the llany United Nations resolutions on the subject, in

particular security Council resolution 435 (1978), in respect of which there vas
universal consensus.

Ten years have gone by since the adoption of that resolution which defined a
plan for the independence of Namibia, a plan which, at the time, seemed to have

gained the support even of the Pretoria regime. However, years have passed and the

Namibian PeOple are still subject to an illogal system of occupation, repression

and pllllder by SOuth Africa and continue to suffer both personally afld as regards

their inalienable right to self-determination, freedan and ind:!pendence.

In its pursuit of its sinister plan to crush the heroic struggle foe freedom
of the Namibian PeOple, under the leadership of their sole and authentic
representative, the South wast Afr iea People's Organization (SWAm), SOuth Afr iea

has not stopped at any excess and has used every means of oppression, torture,

destruction and exploitatioR. It has even methodically recruited and trained

mercenariee and redoubled the troops of miH tia and bands of assassins.

Extending the scope of its demands, of its violation of human l:ights and its

defiance of the principles of the Charter of the tkli ted NaUons and the rules of
international law, ;he colonialist and racist regime of South Africe oontinuee its
aggressioo vi thin the terri tories of the neighbouring fralt-line States, causing
maSSllcres and destruction there and violating their sove!'oignty and t:erritorial
integrity.

-
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Confratted wi th th , barbaric regime, the people of Namibia have waged a

determined struggle to recover their independence and complete clle liberation of

that last pocket of <:olat ialism on African soil. An armed struggle was imposed ~n

Namibia~ Namibia did not choose it and has always cxmsidered it to be a last

resort. SWAPO, its sole and authentic representative, has constC!llltly affirmed its

suppor~ for security Council resohJ:ion 435 (B78) and has declared itself ready to

implement a cease-fire if south Africa would agree to its implementation. In this

quest for a peaceful solution on the basis of r~solution 435 (1978), as well as in

the catduct of the struggle of its people, SWAPO enjoys the support and catcern of

all justice-loving peoples.

The incernational conmunity has followed with interest the c;:uadr iparti te talks

between Angola, Cuba, SOuth Africa and the United States of ~erica, which are

intP.nded to put a~ end to the aggl~ession of the Pretoria regime against Angola and

prolTOte the implementation of security Council resolution 435 (1978). It has

weleo~d with hope the signs of detente and progress which these negotiation!'! :.:tve

seemed to indicate.

We should like to believe that it will not be loog before we see the end of

the delaying manoeuvres, subterfuges and evasions in which South Africa has always

engaged. Every year that passes prolongs by that much the sufferings of the

Namibian people. It is the duty of the international community, which has assumed

a gIave responsibility for the fate of the Namibian people, to spare no effort to

put an end to the col00 ial occupa tion by Sou th Africa wi thou t fur ther delay.

Any just and l&.ting solution of the Namibian question must be based on the

immedia te and unCatdi tional cessa tion of tbe illegal occupa tion of Namib ia by t.'le

apartheid regime and the free and unfettered exercise by the Namibian people of

their right to self-deterlf.ination and independence in accordance with security
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Council resolution 435 (1978), which remains the only internationally accepted
basis for a peaceful settlement of this colonial prc:.b:iem.

'lbday, fai thful to the memory of its own struggle for independence and its
unswerving comnitment to all peoples striving against colonial occupation, and

maintaining i ts res~ct for hum&n rights and the right of peoples to dignity,
freedom and justice, TUnisia would like to salute the people of Namibia and theia:

so.\e, legitimate representative, SWAPO, and reaffir:m its solidarity with them in
their just struggle.

We should also like to pay a tribute to the enormous efforts made by the

Secretary-General and to the devotion and determination with which Ambassador Zuze
of zambia has taken on the responsibilities of the pt"esidancy of the United Nations

Council fo~ Namibia, which, under the Mandate conferred on it by the General

Assembly by rp-solution 2240 (S-V) of 1967, must remain the sole legal Mministaring

Authority of the Territory until Namibia attains independence.

Mr. mSIlNALT..Y (Q1yana) ~ The situation in south-western Africa is

evolving so rapidly that it is now difficult both to grasp the full significance of
events and to pt"edict their outcome. One can only look on from afar and hope that
the situation will culminate in the establishment of a new era of peace for the
region.

Fbr much too long the peoples of Sout..~ Africa and Namibia have been subjected
to the cruel violence of apartheid rule. It is time for this o~pressiCl'l to be

brought to an end. The new correlation of forcea in the region would seem to

suggest that, at least in the case of Namibia, the day of liberation may not be too
far off. The quadripartite tQilks involving the Governments of Angola, Cuba and

South Africa, with the United States as mediator, are now reported to have resulted
in agreement on a set of principles which could serve as a basis for peace. It is
as yet a fragile agreement, however, which, if not sustained by good fai th, could

..----_....----.....--"-._---_-=..--
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quicltly unravel and disintegrate. Should it be allQ<iled to take form, it: could
conceivably create the material conditions necessary to facib.tate the early

iaplellentation of security Council resolution 435 (l~78). we therefore hope that
the current talks ",Ul have a successful outcome.

However, 8\2c::h is South Africa 'a record of shameless duplicity that full
relian~ cannot be placed on its protestations of good intention. We should

theIefore reliain vigilant against its notorious sub'terfuges so that we ere not
lulled by false hopes into danc.;erouB complaot!ncy or perllissiveness. The Pretoria
1'e9ille !lUst be reminded that the freodcm of the Namibian people is not a matter for
negotiation and that it is under an obligation irilPOSed by the international

cOllJllunity to bring them quickly to independence. Cattinued failure to do so should
attract the heaviest penalties the international conmunity can impose. In the

event of further procrastination by the regime, the tl1ited Nations will have no
alternative but to employ sterner measures in order to secure the speedy removll1 of
that regime. The security Council, which has thus far failed to bring concerted
pressure to bear on South Africa, must redouble its efforts to compel that ouUaw
State to "'i thdraw.

:'.-r"'-" . .... " -
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It can no lcngeJ: afford to tC'lerate dilatory manoeuvres which transparently
undermine its authority and perpetuate aparth!,!g rule in Namibia. It should

therefore lICWe to expedite the implementation of Security COuncil resolution 435
(1978), which contains the only accepted bluepr int for Namibia's independence. On

the addce of the secretary-General it should now closely meni tor all developments
to ensure that the necessary lIIach~'llery is put in place to allow for an orderly
transfer of power.

As the legal Mministering Authority for Namibia until its independence the
COuncil for Namibia Ilust continue to assert its responsibility for safeguarding the
interests of the Namibian people. The imminen~ of independence compels its

attentiCl\ to the urgent requirements of Namibia's transitiQ'l to freedaa. This
sUp:'eJDe responsibility cannot be abdicated and must be discharged with scrupulous

respect. The Co\D'lcil must therefore ensure that it fulfils the purposes for "ihich
it was originally conceived. It must accordingly examine the role assigned to it

by General Assemly resolution 2248 (S-V) of Msy 1961 and give serious thlQUght to
what it must do at this critical stage.

The priority task must be to protect the heritage of the Namibian people from
further erosim. The rich natural resources wi th which the country was endowed
continue to be viciously plundered by foreign exploiters. Precious little is left

by way of a legacy to the rightfUl owners of the hnd, and eI1en this will be

subject to expr:opriation if steps are not taken to defend Namibia's interests.

Decree No. 1, prolllllgated by the Council for Namibia in 1974, was intended to
deter the continued sequestration of the country's wealth. However, that

instrument will be effective only if all nations respect its prOl1isions and refrain
from encroachment on Hamibia 8s resources. As the legal guardian for Namibia, the

Council IIUSt therefore insist on the enforcement of that Decree.

--._------_...._-----_...........-----.,
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the Namibian territory and cannot therefore be arbitrarily abrogated by colonialist

Equally important is the preservatiCln of Namibia's territorial integrity. The
Pretoria regime has not abandoned its spurious claim to walvis Bay, the Penguin
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greed. There can be no cClncessim en this issue since to leave the question of
sovereignty in doubt &t Namibia's independence would plact any new Government in

the invidious position of havling to assert and defend the nation's territorial

rights. Namibia should not be allowed, therefore, to ftccede to independence

enc:umered by IS political albatross around its neck.

It will be necessary at the same time rapidly to equip the Namibian people

with all relevant skills so that they might take full control of their own
destiny. In this (X)ntext training assumes a vital importance and should now be

. , accelerated and expanded. The Olited Nations has receiVed, through the South west
Africa People's Organization (SWAOO), the sole, authentic representative of the

Namibian people, an indicative list of the areas were expertise will be sorely
needed. We urge that Member States respond sympathetically to this approach since

appropriate and timely assistance now would assist the Namibian people to (X)pe with
the myriad responsibilities which independence will bring. A v&cuum in government
can pose grave risks to a fledgling nation ..

The human dimension of Namibia's problems cannot be underestimated. It should
not be forgotten that many of its people were dr iven by Pretor la's terror ism to

seek refuge in neighbouring front-line states. At the International Conference on

the Plight of Refugees, Returnees and Displaced Persons in Southern Africa .. which
was held in Oslo last August and at which we had the honour of representing the
Council for Namibia, it was recognized that these enforced exiles would have to be
repatriated on the attainment of independence. With the gener01.!S assistance of the

host countries, the Un! ted Nations Food for Namibia, the Office of the (hi ted
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Nations High Commissioner for ~fugees and other international organizations SWAm

has been able to establish a comprehensive progr allll\e which will help to

rehabili ta te the refugees and prepare them for their return to Namib ia. MJch more

remains to be done, however, and without a large measure of support from the

in ternational community it is unlikely that the task of rehabili ta tion will be

satisfactorily completed.

Now that a de facto cease-fire exists between SWAIO and South Afr ica it should

be possible to accelerate the implementation of the United Nations Programme of

Ass is tance to Namibia. We would expect that the atr ategic emplacement of the

united Nations Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG) would help to build

infrastructure needed to sustain an independent Namibia. The occupying forces will

leave beh ind them only chaos and confusion. The international community must

therefore come to Namibia's rescue and reinforce its capability to fend for itself

as a free na tion.

Time is not on the side of Namibia. For decades it has been relegated to the

backwaters of colonialism and left to stagnate. While other peoples have long ago

emerged into independence, Namibians are today still clamouring for their

fundamental rights. It is now, as many have observed, 10 years since security

Council resolution 435 (1978) was adopted by the United Nations. At the time of

its adoption the world was led to believe that Namibia would be set free by

31 December 1978. We are told today, after 22 years of repeated deferrals, that we

rnust now look to 1 January 1989. Admittedly we are about to enter the season of

Peace and good will, but experience has taught us that South Africa is not kncMn

:Ear these virtues. We must therefore not temporize any longer, for if we do we

Wi.J.l have lost a great momentum in the struggle for Namibia's freedom.
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resolve the Namibian problem on the basis of Security Council resolutions
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Mr. LAPITSKY (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation from

Russian): The work of the present session of the General Asaelllbly is being
conducted under signs of positive changes in international relations. The new

political thinkinq is gaining strength and life, as are the unacceptability of

to self-determination and independence. It is mobilizing international action torr

mandate over South West Africa. In the intervening years the international
cornunity and the United Nations have made considerable efforts to solve the

solution of a nmllber of age~ld co~flicts which ~reaten international peace and

using military force to conduct international affairs and the need to find a

political solution to problems Q'l the basis of a balance of interests, the priority
of COllllOn human values and respect for the right of peoples to freedom and

socio-poli tical choice. These new signs are evident in the approach to the

Against the background of these positive changes, however, the maintenance of

the zelll1ant8 of colonialism, racism and apartheid in various parts of the wocld is
particularly intolerable. The focus of these anachronisE is southern Africa.

Nearly 22 years ago the General Assemly, expressing the will of the

Namibian problem. The Council for Namibia, established by the tbited Nations, is

security. A trend towards their political settlement is emerging.

435 (1978) and 385 (1976), which provide for a speedy withdrawal of all occupation
forces and the acDinistration of the Republic:: of South Afr iea from Namibia and the

overwhelming majority of Mellbers of the United Nations, terminated Pretoria's

acting on behalf of the Organization and defending the right of the Namibian people

the present session of the General. Assembly in document A/43/24.

of the United Nations Council fer Namibia is its report which has been subllitted to

holding there of general elections under United Nations control, with the

particiPl!t1on of the South west Africa People's Organization (SWAOO), the sol~ and

authentic representative of the Nam1bian people. Clear evidence of the activities

"
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aforementioned security CO\D'lcil resolutions and other United Nations decisions 
the Pretoria regime continues its illegal occupaUon of Namibia. It imposes its

EiUt in spite of the efforts under way and the existence of a universally
recognized basis for the settlement of the Namibian question - as set out in the
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(Hr. Lap! t:sk~, Ukrainian SSR)

rule and prevents the Territory from acceding to independence. The policy of
racism, colonialism and aggression of the Republ,ic of South Africa gives rise to
tension in the region, thus posing a threat to international peace and security.

At the same time, thanks to efforts by the international conmunity and the
activities of the United Nations, the current global trend towards the poU tical
settlement of international disputes and conflicts is beginning to be discernible
in southern Africa as well. '!'he quadriparti te negotiations on a peaceful
settlement in south-west Africa, among Angola, Cuba and South Africa" with the
mediation of the United States of America, could, if successful, open the way to
assuring Angola's security, strengthening peace throughout the region, putting an
end to the illegal occupation of Namibia, and achieving the implementation of the
United Nations plan for the independence of the Namibian people in accordance with
security Council resolution 435 (1978). we support the efforts of Angola and Cubato attain those objectives, and wish the negotiations success.

At the same time, we want to emphasize the stepe recently tak~n by the U\ited
Nations. In our view, added impetus must be given to United Nations efforts
towards peace 60d the speedy implement:'lUon of the tbited Nations plan for Namibia.

Yet, serious obstacles lie on the path of achieving Cl political settlement in
soutb-west Africa, put in plcce by the policies and practices of the racist regime
of the Republic: of South Africa. The international oonmunity is gravely concerned
at, and has condemN, the continued attempts by the South African authorities torepress the national liberation movement in Namibia. The world was recently
alarmed by news ef a new wave of repression against the people of Namibia. The_.7.r•.7-----................·· ...>" ......"..............,;.~~
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Namlbians, arrest them and torture them. To intensify their repression of the

South Afr ican authorities have placed an enormous military and police apparatus on

struggling Namibian people and to maintain their illegal ocC\!pation of Namibia, the
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(Hr. Lapi tsky, Ukrain tan SSR)

occupatioo troops of the Republic of SOUth Africa use weapons against the

the Terri tcry and in recent years have enacted many repress ive laws. These and
other aspects of South Africa's military activities in Namibia are discussed in

COuncil for N.snibia document A/AC.13l/283.

The Pretoria regime's direct accomplices in its oppression of the Namibian

people include SOuth African and fort'lign monopolies and transnational corporations

whose activities hamper the cause of the independence of Namibia. The scale of

these activities - which are carried out in violation of the Council for Namibia's
Decree No. 1 for the Protection of the Natural Resources of Namibia, endorsed by
the General Assembly in 1974 - and the methods used by the gepublic of SOuth Africa
to create the most favourable condit1ons for those activities are convincingly

illustrated in documents available to delegations, specifically the report of the

2

Council for Namibia oontained in document AIAC.l31/286 and the relevant portions of

the report of the Special Committee al the Situatioo with regard to the

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial

Countries and Peoples.

The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR is in favour of the speedy implementation
of (hi ted Nations decisions on putting an end to mil! tary and other acHvi ties of
the Republic of South l~fr ica and other foreign circles in Namibia which hinder the

Territory's accessioo to independence. We reaffirm our solidarity with the

courageous struggle being waged by the South west Afr iea People's Organization for

the independence of Namibia. we are deeply convinced that no acts of terror or
oppression can break the will of the people of Namibia in its legitimate struggle
to 98 in i ts ri ghts and freedau.
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(Mr. Lapi tsky, Ukrain ian SSR)

we stress that a political settlement in Namibia must be based on the
illl1ledia te, unoondi tional end to South Afr ica Us illegal oocupa tion of the Ter d tot'y,
the wi thdrawal of SOuth Africa's armed forces and the free and unfettered exercise
by the Namibian people of its right to self-determination and independence, with

the country's full unity and t~rritorial integdty, including walvis Bay and the
offshore islands.

The Namibian problem should be settle" on the basis of well-known Security

Council resolutions and other relevant U1ited Nations decisions. Any attempt to
resolve the problem by short-circuiting the United Nations - in particular by
establishing a puppet government in Namibia - will lead nowhere. That view was
endorsed in the statement agreed upon by the security Council on 29 September 1988.

The present critical stage in the struggle for the independence of Namibia

demands that the international oomnunity increase its vigilance and the

effectiveness of its efforts. Now as never before we need collective action by

States to make the Pretoria regime implement United Nations decisions on Namibia.

1n that connection, the delegation of the Ukrainian SSR affirms its support for: the
proposal by Afr ican and other countr ies that the Security Council have recour se to
binding sanctions against SOuth Africa mder Chapter VII of the Uni ted Nations
Charter.

We support and highly value the activities of the United Nations Council for

Namibia and the persooal cootribution made by the tbited Nations Commissioner for

Namib ia, Mr. Ber nt Car 19SOO •

What we need today is decisive concerted action by the international col1lllunity
to eliminate ooe of the major hotbeds of colonialism and racism. The freedan and
independence of Namibia must be secured immediately •

• .&
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Hr. SAIF (Democratic Yemen) (in terprC!ta t:n.OI7. from Arabic); I have the

pl(~asure of speaking on behalf of the delegations of the two parts of Yemen.

For dec~des the Namibian question has oontinued to be one of the most

important world causes. It has attracted the attention of the international

o:>nrnunity and figured prominently in the debates in the United Nations General

Assemly and various committees. This world interest stems from the steadfastness

of the just struggle of the Namibian people, 'tho are demanding recognition of

their right to self-determination, to establish their independent State so that

they may take their natural place among independent peoples and States of the

world, exercise sOV'ereignty over their own soil and utilize its wealth and natUIal

resources.

The United Nations has shouldered the responsibility of supporting the

liberation struggle of the Namibian people and has taken various political and

economic measures aimed at forcing the racist, colonialist Pretor ia regime to

respond to the internatiooal will and speed up the process of the granting of

independen~ to the Namibian people. In so doing, the United Nations is acting in

full awareness of the grave threat posed to internatiooal peace and security by the

continued occupation of that region by the South African racist regime. It was in

this cootext that the security Council adopted resolution 435 (1978), by which it

called for independence for the people of Namibia.

However, the realities of the situatioo demonstrate beyood any shadow of a

doubt the barbaric colonialist nature of the racist Pretoria regime. The facts

speak for themselves: Pretoria persists in flouting the political will of the

international conrnunity by continuing to enact new laws and impose military,

economic and political measures aimed at tightening its irat grip at Namibia. This

goes hanC} in hand with brutal acts of barbarism, terrorism and oppression aimed at

CZ'ushing the Namibian people •

.,
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In the llburth CCUlittee we have listened mew to st.&tements made by
indivict1als and representatives of certain ~9anizations and institutions. Those
statements have depicted very truth~ully the prevalent oituaticn in southern
Afr lea. This is a siblation czeated by the persistence of the occupying SOuth
African reglae in tightening its hold through an increasingly intensive c_p.~ign ofrepression and terrorism against the brave Namibian people. Torture, JIlurdar,

(Hr. Baif, DellOcratic Yemen)
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bea tings, rape, des ~ucticn, demol1 tien and U8~l'pa ticn of people 113 homes ald
property are the order of the day. Side by aide with this, the Pretoria regime
cClntinues to strengthen its military hold ClI\ the regicn and to build new military
bases on ~lIibian soil. All this indicates that without any doubt whatsoever that
regime has no serious intention of wi thdrswing or granting the NaJIlibian people theindependence l!or tibich they hav~ strUCJCJled for 80 lcng.

Ibis is in stark ccntradiction vith the high hopes raised by the initiation ofnegotiations between Cuba, Angola and the racist Pretoria regime, with the
DecUation of the O\ited States, regarding the situation in southern Africa. At

Security COUncil resolution 435 (1978).

on each and every international agreement or oo_itaenf:. it has ever accepted.

withdrew from Angola only after a series of setbacks and enormous losses at the

-.w.

In any case, we should not be O'Ier-optillistic. The racist Pretoria regi.me has

the time, optimisll was generated bl" the fact that the racist South African regime
was forced to vi thdr:&W its troops frCB Angola in an at tempt to save face. It

faJIUiarized us with its special tEand of intransigence and its ability to renege

hands of the Angolan forces. That was why it had to declare its acceptance of

agreements and coDlDitllen~:s is no JIOre than a ploy to gain time, give itself
breathing space, allay international anger, .-ad prepare for yet another roamd of
oppression and repression of the Namibian peo~le.

1!'Kperience Ilust have IHde it clear by now that Pretoria's entering into such
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receive from certairJ western countries~ and the military and nuclear co-operation

I do not think that anyone would disagree wi th me when I state that the racist
Pretoria regime could never have persisted in its &fiance of the international
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community had it not been for tha support and encouragement that it cootinues to

extended to it by Israel.

At the forty-eighth ordinary session of the Council of Ministers of the

Organization of AfricCi."1 unity (OAU), which was held in Addis Ababa last May, the
President of the United Nations Council for Namibia, Hr. Peter Zuze, affirmed in

hi:s statement before the Council the collusion of some Western countries with the
racist Pretoria regime when he said\

"The positions taken by. some western countr ies regarding the question of

Namibia have been extremely disappointing. It would appear that those

countries have sacrificed the principles of equality, freedom, justice and

self-determinatioo Q'l the altar of immediate economic gain."

The two parts of Yemen salute the determination of the Afr iean front-line

Sta tes and pay a tr ibu te to the Namib ian people in the ir struggle. The two par ts
of Yemen reaffirm their full support for the Namibian people and their sole,

legitimate leadership, the South West Africa People's Organizatioo (SWAFO). we ask
that the Namibian people be enabled as soon as possible to exercise their

inalienable right to self-determina tioo in accordance wi th the Declara tion on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countr iea and Peoples and call for the

immediate wi thdrawal of SOuth Africa's troops from Namibia and the canplete

transfer of power to SWAIO.

We reject any linkage of the question of the independence of Namibia to any
extraneous issues and consider that any attempt at such linkag\'! is a manoeuvre
aimed at procrastination and a delaying tactic that has no purpose but to impede

the accessioo to independence of Namibia and circuJI'I'Ient the United Nations, which

-----------------.;...~
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remains responsible fot the Territory, and by so doing to damage the c~edibility of
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The two parts of Yemen fully support regional and international condemnation

of the apartheid regime, and declare their solidarity with the Namibian people in
their struggle to regain their legitimate rights and our support for the efforts of

the United Nations, the OAU and tha Non-M::'gned f..3oVement in this regard.

We remain convinced of the ineVitability of the ultimate victory of the

Namibian people.

Mr. alAGULA (United Republic of Tanzania), At the very outset, I should

like, through you, Mr. President, to thank the General Assemly for its decisicn to

proceed with its debate on Namibia as scheduled despite the pressure from certain

quarters to deffl:!'..r the debate to a later date in view of the quadripartite talks now

being held in Geneva on southern Afr ica, including the independence of Namibia. It

is the firm view of my delegatim that the Assembly's debate on such an important
subject as Namibia cannot and should not be allowed to be held hostage to the

quadripartite talks, which, though very important, are unfortunately being held

outside the framework of the United Nations. In addition, it would be ridiculous

if the United Nations, at this crucial Urn.:'!, were to be seen to be deferring its

debate on Namibia because of the ongoing talks on southern Afr ica, in which South

•

Africa, which has illegally occupied Namibia for the past 22 yeara, is a full

negotiator and in which not even the Council for Namibia is a participant.

It is also the considered opinion of my delegatim that the General Assembly
should set forth at this session a progranme of action and a mandate for the

Council for Namibia commensw:ate with the importance our Organization attaches to
the early independence of Namibia •

Re
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envisaged in the historic General AsseilOly resolution 1514 (XV) of 1960 on the

occupy that country illegally.

independence. We all kllOW that to date that objective haa not been realized

(Mr. Chagula, united Republic
of Tanzania)
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Next, my deleg&ticn would like to thank the secretary-Generd for his report

granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples.

sl!bseq-tently established under General Assembly resolution 2248 (S-V) of 1967 and

authority of the United Nations. The tbited Nations Council for Namibia was

terminated the Mandate of South Afr ica over the Territory and placed it under the

was entrusted wi th the authority to administer Namibia until it attained its

The question of Namibia ia still on the agenda of the Assembly simply because

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the Special COJl'lllittee on

on the question of Namibia (A/43/24). My delegation has also noted with

Decolonizatim. All of those reports prOl7ide a rich source of infoI'matio., on the

are still being subjected by the racist regi1ne of South Africa, which continues to

RM/34

accordance with General Assemly resolution 2145 (XXII) of 1966, which formally

because of SOuth Africa's intr&nsigenoe and non-canpliance vi th the decisions of
the international coBmun!t.1.l e Thus, it is. the blatant arrogance, intransigence and
defiance of the racist regime of SOuth Africa that have so far prevented the people
of Namibia fl:'om eliX!P:cising their right to self-detarmin&tion and independence, as

satisfaction the canprehensive report of the Ulited Nations ColD'lcil for Namibia
(A/43/24, Part I), as well as the report of the Special COJl'llli ttee on the Si tuation

wi tb regard to th~ Implemen ta tion of the Declara tion on the Gr an ting of

misery, suffering, exploitation and denumanization to "'ilic'.1 the people of Namibia

of scuth Africa's cmtinued illegal occupation of and refusal to wl thdraw from
Namibia, a Territory that is the direct responsibility of the United Nations, in

I

I

\
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(Kr. Chagula, United Republic
of Tanzania)

Al. though South Africa's Mandate ooer Namibia was terminated over 20 years ago,
the people of Namibia are still sUffering under the worst colonial lule. The
Pretcx la regime, supported by its external allies, has deployed every tactic to
maintain its occupetion. The enforcement of Draconian laws on the people of

Namibia, including martial law, a state of emergency, dusk-to-dawn curfews, wanton
killings and mass arrests of in~ocent civilians and young children are clear

manifestations of the racist regime's evil designs to entrench its apartheid

policies in Namibia. Indeed, recent developnents in Namibia clearly indicate that

the South African racist regime has embarked on what amunts to genocide against
Narnibians, and the western collaborators of that regime should be fully aware of
those tragic recent developments in Namibia. surely it cannot be the intention of
the international conrnunity to gloss over or to condone such negative developments
in Namibia, particularly since Namibia is still legally the responsibility of the

United Nations.

On 29 September 1988 the Un1'ted Nations Security Council conmemorated the

tenth anniversary of the adoptlon of Security Council resolution 435 (1978). On
that occasion the BecurityCouncil expressed its grave concern at the

non-implementation of its resolution 435 (1978) en Namibian independen~o As fa£'
as Tanzania is concerned, Security Council resolution 435 (l978), which was the

result of a series of loog and sometimes very difficul t negotiations among all the

parties cxmcerned, is still the only acceptable international peace plan for the

independence of Namibia.

We all remember the high expectations then raised on the prospects of

Namibia's independence. Ho..; ever , ever sinca 1978 South Africa. has effectively
blocked ad attempts at implementing the United rJations plan by raising new excuses
every time the independence of Namibia was about to be realized. The racist
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regime's bad faith in honouring internatiooal agreements was again demonstrated
during the p:'e-implementation talks at Geneva in 1981. Not only did the Pretoria

regime wreck the talks) it shocked the whole internat100al community wi th its false
charge of the United Nations so-called lack of impartiality in the implementation
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(Hr. Chagula, United Republic
of Tanzania)

of the United Natlon9 plan for Namibia's independence. The regime's intransigence
and tot&l defiance of the will of the United Nations and the world cOll'l\\unity thus
became the order of the day in the 1980s, and especially after the in troduction of
the new infamous "constructive-engagement" policy pursued by the Government of the

United states of America, which thus far has definitely emboldened the apartheid
regime to continue its illegal occupation of Namibia and to increase its

destabilization activities and military aggression against its neighbours, as well
as its brutal exploitation of the Namibian peoplea

For a long time the Pretor ia regime has used Namibia as a springboard for
launching attacks against the front-line States and other neighbouring independent
states, especially Angola. It was only in August of this year that the racist
regime was forced to withdraw its troops from southern Angola by forces beyond its
control, after having been there for a period of 7 years.

As we join other nations in following with keen interest the current ongoing

quadripartite negotiations er. the future of Namibia and the security of Angola, I
should like to make a few points my delegation considers to be of paramount

importance. From the beginning we have remained cautious about any quick

acceptance of South Afr ica 's credibility in sincerely negotiating issues involving
self-determination and respect for the inviolability of the territorial integrity
of sovereign States. South Africa's record is full of broken COl1lDitments to

international agreements. Military invasions, commando raids, acts of sabotage
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(Hr. Chac;ula, United Republic
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and threats are very well-known tools of the racist regime's foreign policy in the
region.

While we have been enoouraged by those quadripartite talks, reports that a

beginning on the implementation of security CoWlcil resolution 435 (1978) has now
been deferred to 1 January 1989 raises renewed doubts about South Afr ica 's true

intentions. secondly, as my Minister for Foreign Affairs had occasioo to emJ,:i\asize
in the general d~bate at this session of the General Assembly, on 6 October, the

ongoing quadripartitt: negotiations on southern Africa, including the independence
of Namibia, will prove to be an exercise i~ futility if we address ourselves only

to the symptoms of the diseases and gloss over the diseases themselves. That is
particularly important in view of the remarks emanating from certain quarters on
the actual int.ent and progress of the negotiations. Those remarks are, to a large
extent, the re-echoing of the doomed theory of linking the independence of Namibia
to extraneous and irrelevant issues.

For in our view it is of vital importance that we not lose sight of the true

objectives of the negotiating process and ccntinue to put pressure upcn the

Pretoria regime to allow the people of Namibia to exercise their right to

self-determination and genuine independence free of any cooditions.
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Tanzania therefore atill rejects the linking of Namibia's independence to the

PKB/fc
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withdraw&l of CUban troops from Angola or Angola's accommodation of tfiITA, for both

are wi thin the prerogative of the two sovereign states. we firmly hold the view
that Namibia's independence should be granted without any pre-conditions.

Allow me at this juncture to express my delegatioo's deep appreciatioo to the
President of the Council for Namibia and to all the members of the Council for

their achievements since the establishment of the Council in 1967, especially in
the difficult task of mobilizing in1;ernational support for Namibia's independence,

and the training of future cadres for an independent Namibia and in the protection
of Namibia's natural resources. However, it is very unfortunate that ever since
the present quadripartite talks on the independence of Namibia began in May this
year, as I have already observed, the role of the Council for Namibia and that of
the Commissioner for Namibia have been marginalized. This in our view is

inconsistent with our original aims and urgently demands a reassessment of their

future roles 1n the implementation of the plan for Namibia's independence. As

things are now, the two, either by design or by accident, have become mere

spectators on an important issue that directly coocerns them. We demc:md that the
agreed ingredients of the process leading to the independence of Namibia be

scrupulously observed, in accordance w1 th the relevant provisions contained in the
United Nations plan for Namibia's independence. We firmly believe that the

mistakes which have so far been made, wittingly or unwittingly, can still be
corrected.

In addition, I should like to reaffirm my delegation's support for and

solidarity with the people of Namibia and the leadership of the South West Africa
People's Organization (SWAIO), their sole and authentic representative, for the

sacrifices they have so far made and are still making in the struggle for the
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Republic of Tanzan 14)

attainment of freedom, human dignity, social justice md independen~ in NalIlibia.
we call on the international conmunity to continue to give the necessary political,

economic and moral support to the people of Namibia until they achieve their true
independence •

In conclusion, as has been correctly observed by other delegations, we should
not be too optimistic regarding the prospects of a Namibian settlement in the near
future. South Africa's reoord of duplicity in the past calls for our continued
vigilance to ensure that international pressure in the form of canprehensive
I18ndatory sMctions against South Afr iea under Chapter VII of thE! United Nations

Charter is applied as a matter of urgency to force SOuth Africa to allow the people
of Namibia to exercise their inalienable right to self-determination and

indepeilldence. The world is demanding independence for Namibia right now and the
people of Namibia should not be allowed to continua suffering any longer under the
colonial yoke of the South African racist regime.

The meeting rose at 8.45 p.m.

-~:<.
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